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by DAVID LONGMAN
RECORD COMPANY executives
risk heavy fines and imprisonment
il they continue to sanction the
distribution of free singles to
retailers. The warning was issued
this week by BPI dircuor general
Geoffrey Bridge following
discussions with H M. Customs and
Excise regardins VAT regulations.
ferrSsaini

prosecution

In a Music Week' survey of 50
retailers, all confirmed that they
have received free records in
varying quantities. Six said that 25
percent of their weekly slock
intake came in the form of free
records. They said that the
practice was generally restricted to
singles, but some companies also
sent albums. The VAT Guide.
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stable for Dark Horse
from PETER JONES in Cannes.
A&M.
GEORGE HARRISON has become
His own commitment will be
the first of the e.\-Bcalles to
for three to five years with the
formally break a 13 year
first ablum due to be released in
association with EMI. He
early Summer. Of the other
announced at Midem, celebrating
former Beatles. Paul McCartney
its tenth anniversary in Cannes this
has concluded a new worldwide
week, that his personal recording
deal with EMI, while John Lennon
future would be on his own Dark
and Ringo Starr have still to
Horse Label which he formed 18
confirm their future plans.
months ago in partnership with
Harrison admitted that there
had been no shortage of big
money offers from major
Phonoiram
companies but when asked why he
had rejected them he joked: "Tm
rampaip
a kamikazi pop star". He went on
to explain that he sees Dark Horse
as the continuation of the original
for Scotland
ideal of Apple which he and Ringo
A £12,000 sales campaign,
Starr had been interested in
Scottish Sound Spectacular, is
buying at one point.
being launched north of the
The deciding factor in making
border by Phonogram next month.
him choose in favour of Dark
It features product from a
Horse had been the relationship
variety of sources, from Rod
developed with A&M. "1 like the
Stewart, Alex Harvey, Robin Hall
idea of an independent group and Jimmy McGregor, through
bit: companies always seem to be
Moira Anderson and Anne Lome
'TO PAGE 4
Gillies, to a special Spotlight On
Scotland release.
The campaign, nicknamed
Scotpak. is to be backed by an
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THE MUSICIAN'S Union and
members of Equity arc in dispute
STUDIOSCENE
with the management of two
London West End night clubs, the
Celebrete Restaurant and the Blue
First single on
Angel following the sacking of
Sawmill label
25
musicians in favour of
24 track the state
pre-recorded tapes.
of the art
26
The cabaret which performed at
both venues consisted of singers,
MCA keeps the
dancers and musicians but when
Country faith
28
the musicians were sacked last
week the MU called for their
reinstatement and the Equity
artists have given full support by
TO PAGE 4

revised in September 1975, clearly
states the conditions under which
industrial samples may be supplied
by manufacturers. Companies arc
breaking the law if they send out
free records
that arc not clearly
marked- ■Promotional copy not
for resale
Further, if a VAT invoice is not
sent with singles that arc then
sold. Customs and Excise officials
lake the view that the companies
arc encouraging and inviting the
dealer not to declare VAT for
which they arc also liable for
prosecution. Should the dealer not
declare VAT on such records sold.,
he too is breaking the law.
The Customs and Excise
dcparlmenl has been investigating
the supply of free records and has
already gathered some information
although it is understood that no
action has yet been taken.
Few dealers have any real
complaint about the situation,
though retailers that receive bulk
TO PAGE 4
EMI's token
business op by
25 per cent
JOHN MEW, manager of EMEs
dealer services division claims that
his business in record tokens is up
25 percent in the last year. The
figure is based on the distribution
of tokens to dealers, though Mew
won't know how much real
business has been achieved until
March, when the three month
token exchange cycle comes to an
end.
Mew claims that dealer
promotion was at its highest this
year, with a consumer campaign
based around in-storc display
material. The campaign
TO PAGE 4
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KKN DODD feeling tickled at receiving a silver award from Music For
Measure sales and marketing director Desmond Lewis, to mark £75,000
sales of his album Somewhere My Love.
Hits compilations
dominate LP market
by ADAM WHITE
feature 15 such records, including
GREATEST HITS mean great seven in the Top 20.
business. Albums of recording
Television is only partly
artists' past successes, which made responsible for this state of affairs.
up almost one-third of last year's Advertising via the medium has
50 biggest-selling LPs in Britain, certainly boosted hit compilations
arc continuing to flourish. More by the Drifters, Roy Qrbison.
than two dozen full-price greatest Perry Como and Jim Reeves, but
hits packages have been released in those by Barry White, the Rolling
the past two months or so. and Stones. John Lennon, the
there will be at least another Carpenters, Simon & Garfunkel.
dozen in the next two. This
TO PAGE 4
week's album charts, meanwhile.
ADVERTISEMENT-

La Booga ftooga
Andy
Fafrweather
Low

CBS dealer

life

discount plan
for Top Ten IPs
IN THESE, limes of discounting by
multiple stores which arc not
record specialists, dealers who arc
specialists will welcome the
current campaign that CBS has
launched to help move sales of the
companies ten lop selling albums.
CBS has aimed the campaign at
the independent dealer and lis
offering discounts of between 2 A
and IVi percent depending on the
quantity ordered. The albums
involved in the offer include
Desire by Bob Dylan, Paul Simon's
Still Crazy After All These Years,
TO PAGE 4
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. mThe new album from
Andy Fairweather Low
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On A&M Records and Tapes
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Virgin signs JimaScan artists
year lease tape deal, hirst release
will be Live On 57th Street by
VIRGIN MAS signed a clinch of
Clark Terry's Big Bad Band (Bear
rcngac stars following a visit by
managing director. Richard
13) in Eebruary. Big Bear is to be
I
manufactured and distributed in
Branson, to Jamaica The artists
Germany and Austria by CBS.
include cvWailors guitarist. Peter
Tosh who is completing an album
BIRDS NEST is to be released in
S
for release in the Spring, and U.
Germany, Austria, Swilzciland and
Roy whose first album on the
TROJAN HAS signed a worldwide Scandinavia by RCA. Birds Nest
label. Dread In A Babylon, will be
excluding the West Indies has been dislributcd in England by
released on lebruary 13. The
agreement to licence the Harry J
Southern through Pyc, however it
other new signings are The Mighty
label from Jamaica producer,
is now hoped that a direct
Diamonds, who have enjoyed hits
Harry Johnson, hirst releases
distribution deal through Rye will
on the Black charts in the UK and
scheduled foi March include
be concluded shortly, hollowing
arc preparing a spring album, and
albums by the Heptoncs. Zap Row
this the company will trade solely
Keith Hudson who was formerly
and Rudolph Mowatl and a new
from 3 3 Nottingham Rhacc,
with the Atra label in Britain.
single by Lorna Bennett. Harry
London W1X and will be
Johnson is probably best
However. Atra has initialed
employing both permanent
remembered for his production of
promotion staff and stall to
action to serve a writ on Virgin,
the Bob and Marcia hit. Young
exploit the publishing catalogue.
claiming that Hudson is still signed
Gifted and Black. The deal was
to his former label Virgin
distributed Atra up to December
signed by Give Stanhope who
IN ADDITION to its deal with
recently joined Trojan as general
Enterprise (Music Week, January
last year when the contract was
terminated after what Atra
manager. Trojan is phasing out the
24). Rower Exchange is being
describes as "continuing conflicts.
Action label to make way for the
dislributcd by Lugtons. HRnew label.
Taylor (Birmingham). Clyde
An injunction is being sought to
prevent any possible releases on
Factors and Benwig Scotland. J lie
CLARK TERRY, U.S. jazz
Virmn by Hudson. Atra will shortly
label is manufactured, marketed
trumpet
player,
has
signed
his
announce a major company as new
and distributed by Rrcsidcnt
Eloilc
label
to
Big
Bear
on
a
five
distributor.
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held lost week to celebrate the release of
A CHAMPAGNE breakfast was n
album on Bronze Take
Uriah Heap lead singer DauB B ^ ^ ^ Brollze production
^ Vaug,Wi Bronze
No Prisoners. Pictured (I to j
co-ordinator. Gaby ^J^e ^ol tnanagcr
projects manager. John COKu .
KENNETH FLOWER has been
appointed managing director of
Record Manufacturers of Nigeria.
Flowers joined the EMI group in
mmwtu
1948 and was formerly quality
assurance manager with EMI's
n
radar and equipment division.
L
r
tmm
ADRIAN WILLIAMS has been
MALCOLM EADL has been appointed managing director of
EMI (Nigeria). Williams joined
appointed International acVr
EMI's Music for Pleasure as
development manager at
reporting directly to Paul southern region sales manager in
1971 and was recently promoted
Atkinson. He joins the company
national sales manager.
from Anchor where he was head
of a&r. Before this he was with
Pyc for ten years where he was
ADAM KINN has joined MAM as
responsible for the Golden Hour
producer.
series of compilations.
GLYN EVANS has joined EMI as
repertoire manager ot the
international division. He wil
report to Peter Jamieson, general
manager of EMI Inter national
Evans was formerly at Phonogram
where ho was UK representative
Evans headed up the international
department at CBS where he
worked for seven years. At EMI he
will be responsible for a How ol
repertoire both in and out of the
UK for the benefit of all the
company's overseas associates.
CHRIS HUTCHINS has quit CHI,
his public relations operation
which controlled world wide
publicity for MAM artists. Tom
Jones, Engelbcrt Humperdinck and
their manager Gordon Mills for the
last ten years and Gilbert
O'Sullivan for the last six. He is
now taking full-time charge of
Thundcrbird Records with his
partner Mick Green.

JUDY TOTTON. publicity
manager for the Greenwood
Theatre at London Bridge and the
Tramshcd Company at Woolwich,
has become the new press officer
at Magnet replacing Sue Dunkley
who has emigrated to Australia.
Totton has handled publicity for a
number of theatre companies and
last year was awarded an MA by
the Royal College of Art for her
thesis on stage design.
DAVID BICKERS has been
appointed director of promotions
at Radio Luxembourg with
immediate etlect. Rodney Collins
remains as director of
communications. Bickers has been
with Luxembourg since mid-1974
and has been working in
association with the sales otlicc.
Last summer Bickers handled the
Radio Luxembourg Summer Tour,
and will co-ordinate the
organisation of this year's tour.
□
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(January 77, 1966)
(January 30, 1971)
AFTER A three-month decline,
POSTAL STRIKE enters its
sales figures for October up hy second week — deliveries not
per cent on previous year to .t2.a
affected, but mail order companies
million Waller Woyda to leave
and concert agencies admit to
Keith Prowse after 23 years
K>
0:>t 3
problems
EMI refuses to
take
up
a
senior
marketing
p
distribute Eric Burden's Liberty
Philips - Lionel Rose becomes
album Blackmail s Burdon because
wholesale manager j3nla
one track, P.C.3 contains sexual
KP Witches' Brew by
J
references to a queen - new Jones
enters charts at 47 a
pressings to have 90-sccond track
removed, but unexpergated copies Ovcrlanders' Michelle on11 V
replaces Roger Miller's K' !?
w 1 1
b e
\
distributed
Road at number one
independently
Manchester's The
Miller,
My Ship Is Coming 1" >
Strawberry Productions signs
the Walker Brothers, Lets fa'three-year label deal with
On by the Four Seasons
Atlantic
; ASCAP planning ^
to and six more titles in the roP > •
a Lo ulon off
' an,sh rctail
ice EMI buys Philips the UK's hottest sing'^
1A/b
/o
Uiain F ona company Peter Prince rejoi
Gcor
gc over
Harrison's
EMI as exploitr a btt >1 ^
Sweet Lord lakes
at Nu My
mbcr
manager Pye acquires '!3 *.
Guc from Clive
Dunn's Johnny Nash Joda label, a's0 rjj
Perty Como beKjins
ins
label CBS names Da1,11
?
. comeback with It's r&b
pop a&r ad
Howells
Impossible, in at 34
manager.
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IMmi Freeman
GRRC

76 conference

supergroup IP
test-mar teteii
by
jonhs
ALAN 1-RLLMAN. wiih his
manauer John Stanley, has set up
a new label. Pick Ol The Pops, to
produce compilation albums and
the lirst, released through Atlantic,
features tracks from the Rolling
Stones, Led Zeppelin, Yes and
Lmcrson. Lake and Palmer.
Said Slanely; "This is the
album they said couldnT be made.
But it took three years to gel
everything sorted out. Certainly it
is the first time that four such
super-groups have been on the
same album."
Planning for the new label
started in November, 1972, and
the double-album end-product,
retailing at £3.49, is being
tcst-markcied on television in the
Tyne-Tees area this week. Said
John Stanley: 'Tn a sense, we arc
following the pattern set for the
Drifters' 24 Original Hits album, a
big hit, and also started in the
Tyne-Tees area."
The first Pick Of The Pops
album is for UK sale only. A
running order of the tracks
involved; Whole Lolta Love (Led
Zeppelin; It's Only Rock 'N' Roll,
(Rolling Stones), Love The One
You're With (Stephen Stills), Pick
Up The Pieces (Average White
Band); Expecting To Ely (Buffalo
Springfield); The World Became
The World (PEM).
Rock TT Roll Man (Heavy
Metal Kids); Yours Is No Disgrace
(Yes); Nez Perce (Wally); The l irst
Time Ever I Saw Your Eacc
(Roberta Elack),
Karn Evil 9 1st. Impression
(Emerson Lake and Palmer);
Sound Chaser (Yes); Immigrant
Song (Led Zeppelin); Angie
(Rolling Stones): Only You And 1
Know (Delancy And Bonnie); Is It
Only Love (Pretty Things);
Somewhere (Aretha ITanklin).
Catalogue number is K 60112
and the album title is By
Invitation Only.
Freeman said: "Eve been
through the disc-jockey stages for
years, but I wondered if one day 1
might be 100 per cent involved in
the record business. What we've
tried to do is achieve something
worthwhile, and it has been put
together on what I call magic
moments in pop.
"People may ask why Wally on
such a big-name album, or why
Heavy Metal Kids. I say simply
that for me the tracks picked out
are those real moments. If ever a
track has turned me on. wherever
I've been, it is the Heavy Metal
Kids number. And I happen to
love Wally and why they haven't
broken big is a mystery to me."
John Stanley said: "With Alan
Freeman's ear for what is right in
pop, and once the tracks were
decided we had to reassure the
participating companies that there
was no rip-off. The public has
confidence in Alan Freeman as a
pop-picker, and we simply had to
convince the trade as well "
As for Alan Freeman's future as
a disc-jockey, contrary to the
headline in Music Week (Jan. 24)
he has re-signed with the BBC, and
will continue to do so on a
quarterly basis. The only clause
omitted is that of exclusivity, that
simply because he feels that alter
19 years with the corporation it is
"an unnecessary reassurance."
Freeman said he is a Radio One
disc-jockey now as he always has
been and has no intention of
working for any other radio outlet
in the UK-
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programme finalised
Till. PROGRAMME for the Music
(including the Consumer Credit
Trades' Association's 1976 GRRC
Act, Sales of Goods (Implied
Record and Tape Conference, to
Terms) Act, Sex Discrimination &
ho held at London's Luropa Hotel
Equal Pay Act).
from March 2-4. has now been
In the afternoon, Gordon
finalised. Speakers from various
Collins, general manager of EMI
quarters of the industry arc due to
Distribution, will offer a talk on
tackle topics such as current
the scheduling of new releases and
competition in the retail field,
their delivery on time; Phonogram
recent legislation affecting the
managing director Tony Morris
retailer and the changing face of
will discuss current competition in
distribution. Overseeing the
the retail field; and Transatlantic
conference will be GRRC
managing director Nat Joseph will
chairman, Laurie Kriegcr.
analyse the role of the
Companies lined up for the
presehlative.
conference's concurrent exhibition
The I olio wing day will see the
include Atcka, A&M, BBC
screening of a video arts film,
Records, CBS, CRD, Dccca. DJM,
Handling Awkward Customers, and
EMI, Linguaphone, Phonogram,
a talk from DITB southern region
Precision Tapes, Pyc Records and
manager, Charles Lucking. There
Tandbcrg (UK). This will be open
will also be an industry talk-in
to all retailers, whether or not
with John Deacon (A&M), Maurice
they arc MTA members, from
Obcrstcin (CBS), Gerry Oord
midday to 6pm on Tuesday,
(EMI) and Walter Woyda
March 2. On March 3 and 4, it
(Pye/Precision) representing the
will be open to conference
manufacturers, and Dave 1 Allwood
delegates only.
(Kevin Music House) David
After the formal conference
Burrows (City Electronics), Jean
opening by Laurie Kriegcr on
Gold (Tudor Records) and Richard
March 3, the day's sessions will
Morling (Morlings of Lowestofl)
feature John Morion, general
representing the retailers.
secretary of the Musicians' Union,
The social programme includes
discussing the musician and the
a BPI cocktail party on the
record industry; John Fruin,
Tuesday evening, while on
managing director of SP&S
Wednesday there will be the
Records spotlighting the changing
Conference dinner-dance and
face of distribution; and solicitor
presentation of the MTA Record
W. M. Thomas covering recent
Awards by Association president,
legislation affecting the retailer
Raymond Fox.
K
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BILLY DA VIS. who had hits with Tell Him and Angel Of The Morning,
has signed a worldwide recording contract with United Artists. Her first
single under the deal, released on February 13 is I've Been Lovin'
Someone Else written by Pierre Tubbs and produced by Alan David.
Pictured (I to r) are her manager. Derek Sheldon, Billie Davis. UA business
affairs manager Jeremy Pierce and Tubbs, who is also UA a&r manager.

ill
IN RECENT Daily Mail feature, Laurie Kriegcr revealed
that Pye lent him £250,000 to buy the Soho chain and
he's just paid back last instalment; also that Harlequin
sales to January 31 will top £5 million, with likely
pre-tax profits ol £400,000 December advertising
revenue for the 16 commercial radio stations was £1.1
million, bringing the year's total of £8,5
million Immediate claims all future Black Sabbath
recordings will appear on that label - but does the band
have different ideas? Caroline Exports director Chris
Slylianou also a director of smart Kensington Park Road
restaurant Duveen - at which Virgin staff don't qualify
for a discount Coming soon from Polydor: James Last
triple album and new promotions deal involving retailers
and radio stations.
ALTHOUGH CURRENT contract with EMI doesn't
expire until the end of 1976. MCA already giving thought
to its future UK arrangements despite Queen's nine
weeks at number one. Slim Whitman's Rose Marie still
holds the record — 12 weeks in 1955 WB chairman Mo
Ostin in London last week - to pour some oil on
troubled waters? Thunderbird. Penny Farthing. Spark
and Bradley's among the labels with artists aiming for the
British entry tor next month's Eurovision at Albert
Hall inscribed on the plastic of the RCA Vangelis
album, Heaven And Hell, by the cutting engineer: "And it
was" staging of next year's Knebworth Festival has
been approved by North Hertfordshire District Council
with an attendance limit, set at 100.000. twice 1974
limit.
THE MIRACLES' Love Machine progressing towards
position as Motown's biggest UK seller to date; previous
all-time biggie was Diana Ross' I'm Still Waiting Alan
Freeman claimed by manager John Stanley to be highest
paid disc jockey in advertising world producer Mike
Appleton and OGWT team on location in Bristol recently
visited Concorde factory courtesy Anchor artist Aj
Webber Musexpo chief Roddy Shashoua confirms that
the 1976 event will take place at New Orleans Fairmont
Hotel from September 8-1 1
Robert Sligwood named as
international producer of 1975 by ABC Interstate
Theatres of America for Tommy; previous winners include
Sam Goldwyn. Frank Capra and David O. Selznick sale
of exclusive rights by owner Irving Michanik of original
Del Shannon masters to Sire, represented here by
Phonogram, may mean Contempo having to withdraw its
Very Best Ot double-album ... .a daughter Annabelle for
Satril contract and accounts manager Sam Hadaway and
wife Erik a.

Free CSS EP features
PSiiSaiieiphia criim
CBS IS mounting its first major
The campaign began on
merchandising campaign of 1976
Friday (23), the official release
on behalf of the Philadelphia date of the MI-SB. Paul and
International label and four new Melvin/Blucnotes long-players (the
albums from that source: Billy O'Jays disc was pre-relcascd last
Paul's When Love Is New. the
month). The radio advertising
O'Jays' Family Reunion, MFSB's commences in February on
Philadelphia Freedom and Harold
Luxembourg and the following
Melvin and the Bluenotes' Wake local stations: Piccadilly, BRMB,
Up Everybody.
Hallam, Metro, City and Tecs.
Centrepiece of the promotion is Apart from Black Echoes, press
a special 'Philly frccbic' EP, which space has been booked in Blues &
will be given away free with the Soul and Black Music.
first 5,000 copies of each LP.
In addition, CBS is mailing the
Other components of the
four albums to key discotheques
campaign include posters and
throughout the country, along
hanging sleeve displays for use by with the limited edition EP. The
retailers, press advertising (plus a company hopes to have taped
competition tie-up with new music messages from all the artists
weekly, Black Echoes) and radio involved in the campaign for disco
commercials on six local stations and radio airing.
and Radio Luxembourg.
Several Philadelphia
The free EP is a four-track International singles arc issued
item, containing one cut from soon, and CBS is looking to these
each of the new Philadelphia
to boost its overall efforts. Titles
albums; it comes in its own special include I Love Music by the
sleeve, which details all the discs O'Jays, Wake Up Everybody by
available. The LPs with which it is Harold Melvin and the Bluenotes,
given away will carry stickers and Love Epidemic by the
Trammps.
plugging the EP.

Whafs everybody
tammmg?

Wbafs everybody
asking for?

Everybody's on to
something...

It's...
ors Page 35
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Prosecution threat
Sreitist tits mean great lusamiss
In some cases, artists have little
"The impact of television
from PAGE 1
catalogue to boost — or damage.
advertising has pulled a new
Private Stock next month releases
Glen Campbell and Neil Diamond audience in the stores," Dccca
a double album, The Four Seasons
pop marketing manager, Alan
are doing very well without
Story, featuring all the group's
Filter, observes, "and as buying
benefit of the small screen.
past hits, and company general
records may be generally
Other acts whose greatest hits
manager Mike Beaton is optimistic
unfamiliar to them, greatest hits
have recently been gathered
about its prospects. "For a start,
packages are ideal "
together on one LP include Helen
it's going to build on their
Despite the fact that Decca's
Roddy. Carly Simon, Chicago,
contemporary hits, reaching people
Hamilton Bohannon. Ringo Starr.
Rolled Gold compilation offers the
for whom Who Loves You was
cream of the Rolling Stones' hit
Jethro Tull and America. Similar
their first experience of the Four
packages arc also due soon from
singles and LP tracks. Filter docs
Seasons. Then it's going to
Gladys Knight and the Pips, the
not believe that it will damage
capitalise on the extensive use of
their back catalogue. "All the
Isley Brothers, Frankie Valli and
(he group's repertoire recently by
Stones' albums ticked over nicely
the Four Seasons (separate
other artists, such as the Bay City
albums), the Faces. Curved Air.
after the release of High Tide And
Rollers, Adrian Baker and the
Green Grass, a previous hits
the Eagles, Mott The Hoople and
Osmonds. Finally, it's going to
Humble Pie.
package, in the Sixties. 1 believe
make available again all their hits
they'll continue to do that in the
11 is cheaper to compile a hits
from the Sixties, which have been
wake of Rolled Gold The same
LP than one of brand new
off the UK market in LP form for
applies to the Moody Blues. II the
material, because there are no
a couple of years."
catalogue's been hurl, it's loo
recording costs, but this does not
Private Slock is embarking
slight to tell."
appear to be a major consideration
upon a big merchandising
Greatest hits albums can open
in record companies' thinking. The
campaign for The Four Seasons
two main reasons for issuing up whole new avenues for people
Story, spread over nine months
who are just discovering a
greatest hits' albums, according to
and utilising a "seasonal theme,"
particular artist's work, according
Phonogram marketing director Ken
according to Beaton. The company
to Don Dive. Stax label manager
Mali pliant, arc to' "rc-amortise
dos not have the rights to
at Pye. He cites Isaac Hayes' Shaft
the original repertoire
advertise the set on UK television
- which is still aired regularly on
investment,"' and/or to "bring an
or radio - although it is currently
radio and in discotheques - as
artist back into public focus
negotiating for these - so it is
stimulating sales of The Best O'
relatively sharply, and use that as
placing considerable emphasis on
Isaac Hayes albums," Dive
a platform lor future promotion
promotion at retail level.
continued. "Look at the Staple
and marketing ideas." He points to
The popularity of hits
Singers too.
Phonogram's astonishinglycompilations in the UK echoes a
"Their current American hit.
succcssful Best Of The Stylistics similar state of affairs in the
Let's Do It Again, will generate
the biggest-selling LP in Britain
United States, where there arc
interest in The Best Of The Staple
last year, at 1.200,000 units and
three such LPs in the top ten
Singers, even though the two discs
still going - as a perfect example
alone and Elton John s Greatest
appear on different labels." Dive is
of the second reason, although it
planning a Best Of Rufus Thomas Hits was the country's
has more than met the purpose of
biggest-selling album in 1975.
LP in March, as well.
the first.
Harrison mom t® Dark
cdom
exemol
exempt jukeboxes
mkeboxes from the need
ROM PAGE 11
to pay performing rights.
wned by somebody else", he
He suggested that the money
ommentcd Of the current stale
should be held in Europe until the
if Dark Horse, which has only
U.S. made some effort to change
leveloped one UK hit so far the jukebox situation and that
; pi inter's "Costa Fine Town" interest on the accumulated
larrison said "It is very active. I
money should be paid to
mi convinced there is enough
European authors and composers.
icing on for it to be valid without
The meeting, attended mainly by
ny being there. Bui 1 have no
music industry lawyers, was also
ntention of trying to develop it as
urged by Faccq to frame a
i huge label."
resolution calling for the universal
Another carly M i d e m
ratification of the Rome
Jevelopmenl was a call to
Convention regarding permanent
European Performing Rights
right payments to record
Societies to block European
producers (neighbouring rights).
jukebox royalties due to American
No action was taken on either
publishers, authors and composers,
recommendation. But there was a
made by Felix Faccq, President of
concensus of agreement that there
World Music. Belgium, during an
was a need to extend and intensify
informal public discussion session
protection of copyrights
on international copyright matters
throughout the world.
Fuccq argued that such a course of
Also at Midem, Alan Bales,
action was the only way to stop
Managing Director of the UK jazz
the U.S. from continuing to
labels Black Lion and Freedom,
announced the formation of a new
R&B label, Openhousc.

Horse
Signed to the label arc guitarist
Geoff Bradford. bottleneck
specialist Brian Knight (formerly
with Elmer Gantry), 12-slring
guitarist Johnny Joyce and Irish
singer-guitarist Frank McConnell.
The first Midem gala, featuring
Gloria Gaynor, Silver Convention,
the Fania All-Stars, Morris Albert
and Esther Phillips, was part
compered by actor Anthony
Quinn, who has set up and was
introducing his own film-record
production company, W1P. He was
also promoting in advance his own
single. Nous Deux C'esl Fini.
An carly social event at Midem
was the presentation by Music
Week editor, Brian Mulligan, of a
silver salver to Bernard Chcvry, for
his services to the international
music industry. It was only the
fourth such award by Music Week,
others going to Perry Como. Give
Davics and Goddard Liebcrson.
Chcvry said that nobody had done
more to help Midem succeed than
the specialist press.

STOP PRESS
BREAKERS

HURRICANE, Bob Dylan, CBS
3879
18 WITH A BULLET, Derek
Harriot, Trojan TR 7973
LADV, Supertramp, A&M AMS
7201
ONCE A FOOL, Kiki Dee,
Rocket ROKN 501
YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY
YOU LOVE ME, Guys & Dolls,
Magnet MAG 50
MISS YOU NIGHTS. Cliff
Richard, EMI 2376
EXTRA EXTRA, Ralph Carter,
Mercury 6167 286
BREAKAWAY, Art Garfunkel,
CBS 3888
TUXEDO JUNCTION.
Manhattan Transfer, Atlantic K
10670
GROW SOME FUNK OF
YOUR OWN, Elton John, DJM
DJS 629
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launches

LP isMmt
by DAVID LONGMAN
THE DAILY MIRROR has
launched a pop club, ot which
membership is free to Mirror
readers that offers discounts on
albums and cassettes, as well as
record players and radios. There
will also be competitions and
concert tickets at reduced prices.
Promotions director at the
Daily Mirror, Felicity Green,
explained that although the
opening of the club was formally
announced in the paper this week,
that full details will not be
available until next week.
The Mirror has been negotiating
with retail outlets up and down
the country for special discounts

sslhiim®
to be given to club members. The
scheme is not intended to put the
smaller dealer out of business, and
if possible, will include all record
dealers
Miss Green would not say at
die time of going to press exactly
how much the discoums would be,
or from which stores they may be
obtained.
Record c o m p a n i c s have
apparently given their blessing to
the scheme, though reaction from
dealers was not known at press
time The scheme, which is seen as
a long term venture, will be
finalised next week when the
response from the announcement
of club membership terms has
been assessed.

over free singles
the Baby Face single from Wing &
FROM PAGE 1
it is
A Prayer Fife & Drum Corps is a
quantities complain
•
recent' example of an SOR
ditTicult to find room
campaign which has paid off for
records. Dealers
d"» 1
the record company.
large quantities also
Dealers told MW that it is
because they feel that they are normally
the small independent
being left out.
the labels which give away large
The retailers claim llHat
free quantities of free singles, though it
increased activity m 'e
is now apparent that the majors
records campaign lias come u
the last six months, and at a time are jumping on the bandwagon.
Dealers claim tht they are
when the companies have
cutting back on SOR However, declaring the required amount of
VAT, something that
automatically happens
every time
U
CBS dealer
the till is
P- They also
confirm that the records arc not
iscooot plan
sent with VAT forms.
from PAGE 1
Ten dealers in the survey claim
Art Garfunkel's Breakaway and that with one record before
Christmas they didn't have to buy a
Abba, all chart albums.
Also discounted arc current single copy, because the company
albums by the Womblcs, Sailor. had sent out so many free. A
Johnny Matins, Vince
dealer in York claims he receives
Nash and the Sutherland Brothers about 60 singles a week, and up to
and Quiver.
a dozen albums. His way of
CBS is also re-activating the dealing with the free records is to
Hall Of Fame scries ol double give them away to the local
a-side singles with a release of 25 discotheque operators. Other
singles which includes hits by Bob dealers give away the records m
Dylan. Santana, Charlie Rich and the street on a Saturday morning,
Andy Williams. A discount offer and others collect them for the
on the series of 10 percent on local hospitals.
orders of 100 singles is being
The retailers also claim that
made.
only about 10 percent of the
CBS sales manager. Bob Lewis, records
are ever sold.
said the discount campaign had
been launched by the company
because it was aware of the
particular problems being faced by PtoBTOiram
the independent dealers trying to
survive in the High Street.
campaign
mu dilute
FROM PAGE 1
refusing to perform to the
recorded music.
Both Unions have established a
joint picket line at each
establishment which many West
End musicians, singers, dancers
and other performers have already
promised to attend. Complete
companies of West End musicals
have picketed on different nights
at the conclusion of their own
performances.
Saga/Trojan
WHILE AT MIDEM. Saga will be
looking for deals to market,
license and sell repertoire in the
recently acquired Trojan Records
catalogue. Trojan Records itself is
not for sale, the impression that
may have been given from the
Saga entry in last week's Who's
Where At Midem miide in Music
Week.

for Scittasl
FROM PAGE 1
including cassettes and cartridges.
Scotpak is linked to a consumer
competition, ex tensive
point-of-sale material and a special
discount scheme. The consumer
contest has as first prizes 10
Philips audio systems, with 50 C5
record tokens as second prizes and
25 £2 tokens as third prizes.
Entry forms for the
competition will be supplied when
product is bought. And the
discount structure could bring 10
percent additional discounts for
orders of 100 mixed units.
Phonogram marketing director
Ken Maliphant said the campaign
was primarily aimed at drawing
attention to Phonogram as a
company and its Scottish
repertoire. "I've felt recently that
we were not capitalising on the
variety and quality of our Scottish
product."

Eiili tikeo sales up 2S per cent
FROM PAGE 1
Burch says that basically there
concentrated on persuading the
is no difference between his two
consumer that it is cheaper to
tokens, though the music token is
send a token through the post
intended
for sheet music and
than a record.
instruments.
Nalional tokens arc
"The system with dealers," says
colour
coded
for the dillcrcnt
Mew, is that they order a set of
denominations. This, says Burch.
tokens, and after three months
makes life easier for the dealer
they send back a slock report. We
who doesn't have to bother wilb
don't charge for sending the
sticky labels and the consumer
tokens, but work on a credit
wanting to choose a card designsystem. When they send back their
Burch has iceenlly taken oscr
stock reports and exchanged
at Record Token, and claims thai
tokens, they are credited on their
business is expanding well- SmccK
account."
he has been with the companyI lie other company producing
has finalised contracts with sevcra,
4 1S <0COrtl Tokcns
of the large multiple chains to sell
wldch
lhC Nalional Ta c
National tokens.
&f. R^TT
P
?rrtl 1 Vkcn, and the National
The exchange system operarated
ok Gcncr;
by
Record Tokens Limiicd is ai>
:,"h works
f r on .1 ilitTeront
"
•urd,
sysioin
different.
The dealer buys
:,nd
cards when he wants to. anam Llhe KM
'
EMII system
was the one his
exchange cashed cards at -'rC V
was
and is guaranteed dm
within 28 days.
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Sunbyrsf Finish...

no ordinary album.
4

Be Hop Deluxe

band ordinaire!

. they played one track from their forthcoming
album Sunburst Finish" and if the number v/as
anything to go by the album is gonna be a feast
of musical meatiness.
— Record Mirror
«
ss
0-&
\N^
H

..absolutely incredible... No band is more likely
to make it over the next year than Be Bop - talent
like that just cannot be ignored. . Bill Nelson is
gonna be a superstar.
- Zig Zag

B
Be Bop Deluxe are hot stuff... under the direction
of the exceedingly gifted Bill Nelson.
— John Peel, Sounds
... Be Bop are going to be big. Go to see them now.
- New Musical Express.

r-V
m

COLSTON HAIL
SOUTHEND
KURSAL BALLROOM
AD
bS^
f^,L,ON
24 PORTSMOUTH
G.UILDHALL
25 GUILDFORD
Civir HAi
CIVIC
HALLi
26 MALVERN
WINTER GARDENS
27 NEWCASTLE
MAYFAIR
'HI sTADJlM
2B LIVfRPOOl

SHSP 4053

Sunborst finish

m se pop i

Marketed by EMI Records Limited. 20. Manchester Square, London W1A 1 ES Sales and Distribution Centre. 1 -3 Uxbridge Road. Haves, Middlesex. Tel; (01) 759 4532 46t 1 6 848 981 I
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ill wrong

The record retail industry
I AM a recording artist registered
already assists me as an artiyt by
with the Performing Right Society.
distributing my work. Now the
I am also a record seller. With
PRS is asking, on my behalf, for
effect from 1.1.76, the PRS is
additional assistance in the form
exercising an option it has chosen
of this surcharge. As a record
to leave uncxercised for a
retailer I am angry. As a member
considerable time; namely, it is
of the PRS I am ashamed, and
collecting a levy from record
amazed that an organization which
retailers for public performance of
purports to protect my interests
records on their premises.
can get it so wrong.
As a recording artist I am
Perhaps I could appeal, through
presumably supposed to be
grateful for the society's efforts on
you, to my fellow artists and
record retailers to consider this
my behalf. I am not. As a record
seller with no headphones and/or
matter and, whatever their stance,
listening booth whereby I may
let the PRS know their feelings. privately demonstrate records to
GRAHAM CHARNOCK, Baker St.
prospective customers I must
Book Shop, 33 Baker Street,
London W1.
either choose to pay public
performance rights on such
demonstration plays (and
Vm piaySoi
presumably pass this on to the
customer by making a suitable •
charge for tliis performance, or
hut not payini
else make a blanket admission
charge for all customers entering I FEEL the time has come when 1
my shop?) or decline to must write to you with a few
demonstrate records at all. thoughts on playing grammophonc
Needless to say, if I decline to records in record and audio stores.
demonstrate my own particular
In my time when I was
recordings one can hardly expect involved with photographic
this to have any tiling but an education, I was very careful
adverse effect on their sales, and regarding the laws relating to the
therefore on my royalties from Copyright Act of 1956. We were
aware of various anomalies i.e.
their sales Thank you, PRS.
One realizes the PRS has a where a picture could be put on
to an epidiascope and shown to
mandate from parliament to
collect rights on behalf of the an audience of students or in fact
artists it represents, but one any other audience and no
cannot help thinking that this copyright was infringed, but to
particular levy goes far beyond the make a lantern slide, show it on
original intention of this mandate, the same projector to the same
especially in its interpretation of audience was an infringement. I
would compare this very closely to
'public performance'.

Wilde Rock Promotions and would
assume that any royalties etc were
paid by Wilde Rock in making
copies of recordings. If Wilde
Rock arc paying no royalties on
these recordings then 1 would see
this as a blatant infringement of
copyright, but if royalties arc
being paid then 1 cannot
understand why the Performing
Right Society is using this as an
excuse for the introduction ol
licences.
1 have looked very carefully
into the Copyright Act of 1956
and subsequent acts and can see
no reason why a record or audio
dealer should not play selections
of records to demonstrate the
record or audio equipment as Part
I, Section 9 (2) of the 1956 Act
clearly states "no fair dealing with
an artistic work shall constitute an
infringement of copyright for the
work if it is for the purpose of
criticism or review, whether of
that work or another work, and is
accompanied by a sulficient
acknowledgement". Also in the
Dramatic and Musical Performers
Act, 1958, Section 6 (b) defence
. . . with the inclusion of the
performance in question in the
record ... to which the
proceeding relate was only by way
of background or was otherwise
incidental to the principle matters
comprised or represented in the
record.
So from the above, for the timebeing, without taking any legal
advice, shall feel quite justified in
continuing to play records and
shall also use the additional

>

m
X

X £

argument which most dealers will
also be using, ro,notc
namely,
•
a record P r y:lV CS Vnr the
therefore more °
t|rit
clients of PRS. ' f"1/"V tb
most dealers would be abl ^
quote numerous
" their
customers walking " rc
showrooms, hearing a , . ..
radio being played, have asked he
title and gone straight
.
record department and purchase
that or a similar recordingI feel that with all the various
government legislation, c VV
stores cut-pricing and rctallcr
now
,
that the independent
finding life more and more
difficult. In our case the licence
fee for our Record Department,
Television and Audio Department,
and Music Department would
amount to approximately .C45.UU.
r. ii. MORUNG, Morlings,
149-151, London Rd., North,
Lowestoft.

therefore, record shops can play a
wireless all day long and switch
from programme to programme as
necessary. I think the PRS should
stop scraping the barrel, r
HOLYOME, Music Shop, 100-101
Commercial Street, Maestcg.

Home tape fees

a better bet
FURTHER to your reports (27
December and 10 January),
concerning the PRS proposal to
demand a licence from record
retailers for in-store performances,
this must be one of their more
illogical plans. In-store music is a
sales aid, and is therefore very
much in the interests of artistes
and writers. If the Society arc
worried about loss of revenues
from previously untapped sources,
they should look to cassette and
Tim® for iBPM
tape machine retailers. Not only is
this a potentially larger source of
r®'
PRS income for artistes and
l READ with interest the letter writers,,
due to the increase in
from Tony Clifford published in home-recorded
but by
your issue of 10th Jan. seeking to levying a fee onmaterial,
sale of each
force "record companies to machine, would the
be considerably
re-introduce some form ol resale
to raise, and would not be a
price maintenance", as a means of easier
to record retailers, who arc
combatting the activities of W. II burden
currently having to work in
Smith, Boots, etc.
Record companies could not difficult enough conditions as it is.
however, take any such action as KEITH EVANS, Chartered
this would require the reversal of Accountant, 5 Silsoc House, Park
the Resale Prices Act- It docs, Village East, London N.W.I.
nevertheless, give rise to another
line of thought.
W. H. Smith held a position of
trust. They have for years been
known as The Book People. Book StiosS firm on
people enjoy a privilege not
enjoyed by any retailer outside the price-cyttSng
book trade. They enjoy Resale
Price Maintenance on their books. I RUN a small record-tape and
If they did not enjoy this privilege accessories shop on the outskirts
on their books it is unlikely that of Oxford. In the city there arc
they could afford to cut record many shops involved in this stupid
prices in depth.
price-cutting and this results in
The Resale Prices Act which
coming into my shop
abolished price maintenance on customers
telling me that they can buy a
other goods slated that, "Where and
record or cassette
resale price maintenance is against particular
cheaper in the town. As a
the public interest" it shall be 50-65p
result I have resorted to giving
removed, etc. W. M. Smith's action Green
Shield stamps and a small
in price-cutting records in depth, discount.
What I'd like to see is all
has so threatened the record
in each town or city coming
industry to the detriment of shops
some agreement to stabilise
in-depth stockists and main to
catalogue manufacturers that the prices so that the public gets a fair
public interest is being damaged. deal.
If price-cutting doesn't stop,
Perhaps the time is right to
campaign for the removal of their then for a future promotion 1 am
privilege in order to limit their planning to stand outside the
scope for further damage to our multiples and distribute leaflets
advertising our business.
industry.
Music Week helps us to buy the
If the book trade is faced with
a campaign to gel its privilege best records, but it's frightening to
removed, it would not be read stories about what is in store
surprising it it brought pressure on for us like licences for in-store
its indiscreet member to demonstration of records. Still,
withdraw it's price-cutting policy. that's the way of business now
But the book trade might act too and I suppose we have either to
late for its own good. Once the accept or fight. My view is to
ball started rollling it might be stand firm and find a way round
impossible to slop LEN all the silly things which arc
BEAKHURST, Stereo Records, happening. DAVE HOLTON.
112 Uxbndge Rd., Hayes.
Music Sounds, 67 St. Clements,
Oxford.

WITH REFERENCE
Comment (MW, j;muary l7)your
on
the proposed PRS change for
playing records in-store. We play
/r
THE BRAND NEW SINGLE BY
V
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proving the
quality of the
product,
not
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involving
copyright.

Guess

Played oT'tho radio"~lmCS Can Klicence is required. or which no
Presumably,

Britain

who's
coming to
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yours

RECORDS

MADELINE BELL - DANCE DANCE DANCE 7N 45576
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN - KISS ME, KISS YOUR BABY 7N 45569
MAX BYGRAVES - WHAT TIME OF DAY 7N 45560
DAVE & JUNE BROOKS - ALL WE NEED IS LOVE 7N 45577

■

SACHA DISTEL - GIVE ME A CHANCE 7N 45570
JOE DOLAN - CRAZY WOMAN 7N 45562
CARL DOUGLAS - SHANGHAI'D 7N 45556
NEW FOUNDATIONS - SOMETHING ABOUT MY BABY 7N 45533
,

.

DES O'CONNOR - I WRITE THE SONGS 7N 45574
STRAY - TAKE IT EASY 7N 45564
SWEET SENSATION - SWEET REGRETS 7N 45571
CATERINA VALENTE - TRUE LOVE 7N 45566
JOHNNY WAKELIN - REGGAE SOUL ROCK 'N' ROLL 7N 45552

m

A singularly successful

start to Seventy Six!
PYE RECORDS LTD, ATV HOUSE, GREAT CUMBERLAND PLACE, LONDON W1A 1 AG TEL: 01-262 5502
CABLES & TELEGRAMS: PYREC LONDON W1A 1 AG TELEX: 264003
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COLOGNE - After long-term,
often-tough negotiations between
the Motown Record Corporation
of Los Angeles and EMI in
London, a new licensing deal was
signed, giving EMI exclusive
distribution of the Motown
catalogue in the Federal German
Republic, Austria, Switzerland
France, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg, Scandinavia and
several African and Asian
countries.
So EMFs German subsidiary
continues to distribute Tamla
product as it has since 1969. Since
that starting date, Tamla Motown's
sales have grown continuously in
the Federal Republic.
It was a 2.7 million
Dent sch mark share in EMI
Electrola's total sales in 1969/70
(the company's financial year is
from July 1 to the following June
30). There was an 89 per cent

—»
■v
Guess who's
going to help
promote his
new single

German singles

Ell

sales increase
HAMBURG - The singles businu
in Germany is improving agd"According to statistics
available, single sales within
whole German record ,ndu* '
went up by approximately nine
per cent in September, 19/^
compared with the same month
,974
.
i..
EMI Electrola's single saics
improved by an impressive 31./
per cent. In the first quarter o
the financial year 1975/75, fro"
July 1 to September 30, the
Cologne-based company showed a
17.4 per cent increase in single
sales compared with an increase o
a half per cent in the whole
German industry.
Metronome shows a singles
increase of 10 per cent.
But as usual the most positive
sales development was achieved in
the album section.

Eyiripi

increase in the year 1973/74 up to
a share of 11 million Deutschmark
in the financial figures for
1974/75.
But such success has its price.
For the period of the prolonged
contract to December 31, 1977,
EMI Electr'ola guarantees Motown
a minimum licence income of £1
million.
Among the most successful
Motown albums in the German
market are the entire Stcvic
Wonder collection (with 200,000
albums and cassettes sold) and the
soul of the Temptations, who have
sold 450,000 albums and cassettes
in the last three years.
During the group's autumn
tour in 1975, the Temptations
received a Gold Disc for the first
lime outside the United States the album "Masterpiece" sold
150,000 copies in West Germany.
The chart-topper "Dan The
Banjo Man,," "War" by Edwin
Starr, "Superstition" by Stcvic
Wonder and the Temptations'
"Pappa Was A Rollin' Stone" were
the best sellers in the singles side
of the market.
Apart from these, such popular
Motown artists as Diana Ross,
Marvin Gayc, Eddie Kcndricks and
Sinokey Robinson, the groups
Rare Earth, the Suprcmes, the
Jackson Five, the Miracles,
Undisputed Truth and promising
newcomers Syreeta and the
Commodores won fine reputations
in the German market over the
years.

CourtesyHUM pussycat
! MISSISSIPPI
Grammoph°n HApSoDY z BOHEMIAN RHAP
rrR^'iN .fly -si,ver
c°nventi?.n; ^Abba, Vogue
^ rTA^fA -Panels Ooya.
Polydor
__ penny
BUMP
6 LADY
Z^r-^obn Denver,
3

YOU SET MY HEART ON
Fl
fA;eTi- AlMar'tino, EMI
9
10 I M nw
ON FIRE - 5000 Volts,
Philips
8

W G0r

a
- Courtesy .?!
5
Musikmarkt
1 DOLANNES MELODIE
jean-Claude Borelly ,
Telefunken
2 I'M ON FIRE - 5000 Volts,

Royalties
aireemmt
PARIS - The French record
syndicate SNEPA has signed an
agreement with various
organizations representing artists
and musicians whereby it is hoped
to obtain ratification by the
French government of the 1961
International Convention
protecting their rights. The
agreement will limit the use of
records by the broadcasting
networks and television stations
and at the same lime establish a
system of sharing royalties
between the record companies and
the artists.

3 LADV BUMP - Penny
McLean, Jupiter/Ariola
4 MAMA MIA -ABBA, Polydor
5 MORNING SKY - George
Baker Selection, Warner
6 WENN DU DENKST, DU
DENKST ETC. - Juliane
Werding, Hansa/Ariola
7 FLY, ROBIN, FLY - Silver
Convention, Jupiter/Ariola
8 SAILING - Road Stewart,
Warner
9 MOVIESTAR - Harpo, EMI
10 NEW YORK GROOVE, Hello,
Bell/EMI
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Finland
Courtesy INTRq
1 EVAKKOREKI
Liikanen, RCA
2 PALOMA BLANCA
Helena, Scandia
^atri
3 PALOMA BLANCA
Baker Selection, Warner* ^
4 ME IA VEERA __ r,<
Liikanen, RCA
ki
5 I WANNA GO - O M Guc
n
RCA
'ini,
6 PEPE — Marion, EMI
7 MY ONLY ONE - Hu,risan
s ne
Love
s(
8 TRAMDRIVER - u,.
Love
^fn.
9 KUKA MITA HAH - Sler
Sleepers, EMI
10 RAKKAUSLAULU - r retli
Philips

Mland
Courtesy Stickting Nederlandse
1 BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY
Queen, EMI
2 WILLEMPIE
Andre Van
Duin, CNR
3 GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
Sailor, Epic
4 LET'S TWIST AGAIN
Chubby Checker, London
5 NOSTALGIA - Francis Goya
CNR
6 MISSISSIPPI — Pussycat, EM|
8 GOLDEN YEARS - David
Bowie, RCA
8 YOU SET MY HEART ON
FIRE — Tina Charles, CBS
9 LOVE HURTS - Nazareth,
Vertigo
10 PATRICK MON CHERIE Kiki and Pearly, Philips
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New Single The Other Side Of Me' CBS 3903
Taken from hisnewalburrTThe Other Side Of Me'CBS 69152

lfl/hehfin(fyfliesin-safes Jake off/
ORDER FROM CBS ORDER DESK Tel 01 960 21 55 CBS/WEA/A& M Distribution Centre Barlby Road London W10
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tower RECORDS now has 12
rcuiil outlets, over on the west
coast of the U.S. The store on
Sunset Boulevarde. Los Angeles,
looks like an aircraft hangar - but
it does the business. And the
business is done on the basis of a
series of sales-fetching slogans.
Charlie Shaw in charge of the
Sunset Boulevarde depot: "We just
stack the records high and sell 'cm
low. It's a competitive chain and
though the prices may not be the
lowest, you can get whatever
record you want. Right away."
Go into Tower Records, any
branch, and ask for an album of
bird-calls recorded within the
precincts of Cornell University
and. if it's on a catalogue, then it
will be in stock. There's one copy
of everything available.
Says Shaw: "We pride ourselves
on getting an advance warning of
what js going to sell. We'll stock
it, accordingly. But you won't
catch us out of stock. And
anyway we work to a concept of
retailing. The concept was born in
Sacremento in 1960. and it has
developed ever since.
"We don't have high standards
of organization, because we simply
believe that records are a fun
industry to be in. We love records.
And it shows.
"Basically we run the business
by the seats of our pants. If we
were only interested in making
money, we'd probably sell
bicycles. But instead we enjoy
making records available to the
widest" section of the community
possible. That was the original
concept and we slick to it today.
We have no problems, and that's
for sure.
"We're open 368 days a year and that's a little joke - and we
don't have to worry about

Osii

®f

iirt

T

Russ Solomon
security. The guards on the door
cope with that side ot things. It s
a fun industry. Records are fun.
Our retailing of them is fun."
Though Shaw makes light of
the situation, the Tower Records
system is outstanding. The records
are placed alphabetically and the
big-sellers are in the front On the
occasion of the Music Week call to
the Sunset Boulevard, the piles
were slacked noticeably high on
T. for Elton John, and 'R'. for
Linda Ronstadt.
And right at the back, maybe
just one album, was a 'B'
presumably for bird calls
Tower Records, basically, is
Russ Solomon. Me is one of the
fiercest competitors in the world
record retail trade. Me says: 'We
do not get involved in
penny-pricing- We let our
competitors do their own thing,
and then zing the hell out of
them."
Solomon looks as if he could
be at least 50 years old. but he

W-

lias boyish enthusiasm which could
make him 30.
,
Except that in 1941 he decided
to sell used juke-box records from
his father's store in Sacramento.
He was into rack-jobbing lor a
while but says he was not smart
enough to go with the big chains.
But now Tower Records has
now a turnover in excess o a
million dollars per retail unit, in
terms of staffing, Solomon recruits
from all areas. "We take students,
guys with just a week or so to
spare. We take people on the stall
simply because they show they arc
as interested in records as we arc
ourselves."
When Solomon started selling
records, way back in 1941, there
were only three major record
companies. Decca. Columbia and
Victor. When he joined the Army,
his father put in an annexe on the
family drug-store, and that was the
start of record retailing.
In 1960, the ever-optimistic
Russ Solomon was temporarily out
of business. He recalls: 'The
creditors came by with a
monstrous truck to pick up the
goodies from our store, and 1
found myself sitting in an empty
building. But I went back to my
father, and borrowed five grand,
and we were back in business
again.
"For a time we sold records off
the floor, because we had no
fixtures. We changed the name
from Tower Record Mart, dealing
in the old juke records, and
became Tower Records Then we
opened a second store. And we
realised then, as we realise now.

-

that the most
^
to put the
nhnds. So we
thoughts, into
to discount
were among the
hit pr0ClUCt
" , of the Beach Boys,
A
""^Wcst
Coast
act. and the
anyway ^f ^
on 0„ the way
Beatles, set ^

thousand albums each of the ...
acts each week, at his To 0
discount prices "Cuswr
retention is the key i0
business.
His San Francisco store llas w
JO page *!

U.s. Top 30
albums
,1, GRATITUDE. Earth Wind & Fire
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

(23|

DESIRE Bob Dylan ^ these years_ pau| ^
,4) STILL CRAZY AFl
, GREA-rEST HITS
,21 CHICAGO ix cm GREATEST H1TS
(5) HELEN REDD
FeeLIN', Barry Manilow
16)

"c^nRV0- AMERICA'S GREATEST HITS. America
$ SBV REUNION. O'Jays
191 AL V I
«,'nG
Joni Mitchell
(8) THE' 5,H'S9
' OF|CSUMMER
Electric LAWNS,
Light Orchestra
C

(13)
(10)
1161

(21)
^

MUS

^ELTUR.NG CHAKA KHAN
NUMBERS, Cat Sevens
BREAKAWAY Ar^Garfunkel
Summer
LOV T
L nPAR ROAD C W. McCal,
WAKE UP EVERYBODY, Harold Melvm & The Bluenotes
^X^NY/ORlG^NAr SOUNDTRACK. Diana Ross

(28)
17
19?)
m
<961

FLEETWOOD MAC, Fleetwood Mac
THE BEST OF CARLY SIMON Carly S.mon
RED OCTOPUS, Jefferson Starship
M U THE BEST OF JETHRO TULL
GREATEST HITS, Seals & Crofts
NORTHERN LIGHTS - SOUTHERN CROSS. The Band
(29) MAIN COURSE, Bee Gees
(32) SPINNERS LIVE!
(71) AFTERTONES. Janis Ian
(33) TIMES OF YOUR LIFE, Paul Anka
SINGLES
(3)
LOVE
ROLLERCOASTER,
Ohio Players
1
2 (2) I WRITE THE SONGS, Barry Manilow
3 (4) LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY, Donna Summer
4 (6) YOU SEXY THING, Hot Chocolate
5 (5) I LOVE MUSIC (Part 1), O'Jays
6 (7) CONVOY, C. W. McCall
7 (10) SING A SONG, Earth, Wind & Fire
8 (8) TIMES OF YOUR LIFE, Paul Anka
9 (9) WALK AWAY FROM LOVE, David Ruffin
10 (14) 50 WAYS TO LEAVE YOUR LOVER, Paul Simon
11 (1) THEME FROM MAHOGANY, Diana Ross
12 (12) ROCK AND ROLL ALL NIGHT (Live Version) Kiss
13 (13) FLY AWAY, John Denver
14 (15) EVIL WOMAN, Electric Light Orchestra
15 (16) LOVE MACHINE, Part 1, Miracles
16 (17) BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO, Neil Sedaka
17 (20) THEME FROM S.W.A.T., Rhythm Heritage
*18 (19) LOVE HURTS, Nazareth
19 (18) FOX ON THE RUN, Sweet
20 (22) WAKE UP EVERYBODY, Harold Melvin & The Bluenotes
(21) WINNERS AND LOSERS, Hamilton Joe Frank & Reynolds
22 (24) SOMEWHERE IN THE NIGHT, Helen Reddy
23 (23) BABY FACE, Wing & A Prayer Fife & Drum Corps.
24 (28) TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT. Eagles
25 (31) ALL BY MYSELF, Eric Carmen
26 (27) PALOMA BLANCA, George Baker Selection
27 (32) FANNY (Be Tender With My Love), Bee Gees
28 (18) FOX ON THE RUN, Sweet
29 (11) COUNTRY BOY, Glen Campbell
30 (33) GOLDEN YEARS, David Bowie,
* Artist wrongly shown last week
Courtesy Billboard, week-ending January 1976

There is only one NEW version of
"IN THE MOOD V combining big band
reggae and modem rhythmsDAT

BY PLUTO

SOUND 9418
UK RECORDS
UK 121
Heavy Radio 1 airplay and total
commercial radio support. Sales
escalating.ORDER NOW.

AVAILABLE FROM
CBS RECORDS, Order Dept.
Barlby Road LONDON W10.
01-9602155
NEMS RECORDS.
3 Hifl Street. LONDON Wl.
01-629 6341

PAL
ES
records
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by MIKE HENNESSEY
CASH FLOW problems have
caused some commercial radio
stations to fall into arrears with
their royalty payments to the
Performing Right Society and to
Phonographic Performance Ltd.
But fears recently expressed in
music publishing circles that some
stations arc "on the verge of
bankruptcy" as a result of having
to meet their royalty obligations
are totally without foundation,
according to Cecilia Garnett,
secretary of the Association of
Independent Radio Contractors.
Both Michael Freegard, general
manager of the Performing Right
Society, and Herbert Gilbert,
general manager of PPL,
acknowledge that some
commercial stations have fallen
behind with their payments but it
.is not the policy of cither
organisation to exert undue
pressure on the stations concerned
and both general managers
emphasize that the arrears have
not affected distribution of
royalties in any way.
The question of royally
payments from the commercial
stations has been exercising the
new music working parly of the
Music Publishers Association for
some time. Some publishers arc
under the impression that the PRS
agreement with the IBA
incorporates loo many
concessions. But while these
publishers arc pressuring for an
augmentation in performing right
payments from the commercial
stations, the AIRC is contending
that more concessions need to be
made by the licensing authorities
in order to help the stations
through a difficult period in their
development. Discussions along
these lines have been in progress
D

Commercial

stations

hit

royalty piymitrat prowem
, . qn
today are
problems
ai dd accounts
a
hc sanlC
for more than a year.
then it pays royalties on the basis generally
Werc. Wc
Says Cecilia Garnett; "In order
punciualii> a
•
of six per cent of Us net
to help the commercial stations to
advertising income.*
have to go a on^
of
get off the ground, the PRS and
However, to assist the new situation, not or
^ otllcr
PPL agreed to impose a ceiling on
stations in their early years, the
SrVotd in P"f
royally payments which would be
PRS agreed to impose ceilings ot
progressively raised from year to
4'A per cent in the first year, five entertainment.
t|ic arrCars
year. But it looks now as if the
per cent in the second, six per
"In no cas
months
rc
stations might well need the
cent in the third and eight per
exceeded ^
the
greatest assistance in their third
cent in the fourth year. There and we certain *
reflection
and fourth years."
were similar concessions in the SilUati0n
The royalty payments are based
PPL-IBA agreement.
on the viabiaty of the commercial
on a percentage of net advertising
While there are feelings that
stations
from
revenue and the problem is that
perhaps some commercial stations
The PPL's annual incomc .
while advertising revenue for the
have placed loo low a priority on
the commercial stations oummtly
royalty payments and that some
commercial stations is increasing
operating is in the rcg.on of
satisfactorily, costs are increasing
of their financial difficulties stem
£150,000
and this, says Gilbert
still faster, with a consequent
in part from initial overmanning, it
represents
less
than ten per cent
decline in relative profitability.
is quite clear that both the PRS
total PPL revenue.
Says Cecilia Garnett: "Stations
and the PPL arc disposed to do all
PRS revenue from 111^
have had to employ more sales to
they can to enable the commercial
commercial stations in I"5
boost advertising revenue and this
stations to survive. They feel that
been estimated at about "SO.OOO.
has inevitably increased operating
it is in the best interests ol their This
compares with the
costs. As a result the ceilings
members to be flexible over the
figure of £104,000.
imposed by the PRS and PPL to
arrears question.
David Longman writes: One ot
help the stations through the early
Says Freegard: "Of the 16
the major users of PRS protected
years now seem to be less of a
commercial stations currently on
music is Capital Radio whose I RS
concession than was originally the
the air, only three have been
commitment, I understand,
case."
seriously in arrears and in each
amounts to something like
The terms negotiated between
case discussions have been taking
£80,000 annually.
the PRS and IBA in 1972 and
place and agreement has been
Says Capital Managing director
incorporated into a contract
reached, or is about to be reached,
John Witncy: "The royalty
between the PRS and AIRC, are
concerning clearance of the arrears
payments which have to be made
based on a hypothetical rate of 12
over a mutually agreed period."
arc certainly high. But I'm not
per cent of the net advertising The discussions have included the
saying that they arc too high."
revenue - a rate which would
subject of interest payments on
One factory which some radio
apply if a station's total output
the arrears.
stations claim is tending to hold
consisted of PRS-protectcd music.
And PPL general manager
This means that if the station
up royalty payments is the
Herbert Gilbert says: "We
programmes PRS-protected music recognise that even the biggest
amount of paperwork involved in
for 50 per cent of its total airtime, companies have cash flow making returns.

^

programme conlroliCr
Bassetl: 'Although Wc nlyOjJ
about six and a half h J a Uv
of our nine-hour all0Cati (K
programme more than I nn?'
0
a week and therefore
%
more paperwork than m y
stations. Both thT r0yal|
fi
payments and the amo ofy
paperwork arc excessive T
worked in Canada where ■
of having to make retur'n^d
week, you have an ASCAp ^
once a year, for example " Wecl
Beacon Radio managino HJay Oliver says; "Com
radio isn't given a chance i^'3
financial success with all 1^°
and regulations to conform 1e ^
all the payments that hivo
?3^
aVe l
made."
o be
And Radio City n,
director Terry Smith cotnm^
"The PRS returns situatl ^
terribly demanding thins m lSaVca
to fall in line with. We've*0ni, JUS1
sorted out our payments. At 0ne
time we have 12 iem
secretaries working inPOraiy
programmes department to .3"
y lo
catch up.
"We have constantly been fn
months behind with our pro
returns. Perhaps the royalties th
commercial stations have to
arc too high - but it has to^
remembered that when u,
stations applied for their licence!
to broadcast, they all knew
exactly what they would be
required to pay to the PRS anH
PPL."
* According to the PRS, cverv
commercial station, with the
exception of London Bruadcastine
devotes at least 50 per cent of its
airtime for PRS-protectcd music.
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Kimber,

EDITED
by
PETER JONES

Frechter

set new company
BILL KIMBER, former general
manager of Screen Gems Music,
has set up a new company with
Colin Frechter, Bay City Rollers'
musical director and responsible
for hits by others, including
Stephanie de Sykes and Guys and
Dolls
Said Kimber: "We both felt we
wanted to do something on an
independent level, so we went to
the Mighty Movies company in
Wardour Street and the outcome is
that we've set up Mighty Music.
Frechter and I are both directors

Dick Jmis
opportyoSty
EACH YEAR the Opportunity
Knocks Songwriters' Contest
receives around 20,000 previously
unpublished song entries. Sifting
of this mass of material ends with
just seven chosen for the finals
programme.
This year Dick James Music
published four of the seven in the
final round - and three of those
songs were placed first, second and
third.
They were; I, Who's Going To
Bring Mc Laughter, written by
Wally Nappcr; 2, Nicholas The
Circus Gown, written by David
Sutherland: 3, Clouds, written by
Peter Hodccs and Mick Dunninn.

and the set-up is to handle
production, publishing and
management.
"Bruce Cowers, one of the
directors of Mighty Movies,
produced the much-acclaimed film
on the group Queen, and the
company, effectively run by
Maggie Evans and David Hughes,
specialises in advertising and
documentaries."
Frechter and Kimber had
previously worked together in the
studios, the former as musical
director and arranger and Kimber
as singer They hope to get
involved in the film-score side of
the business and prior to the
setting up of Mighty Music
Frechter had scored his first major
movie for Warner Brothers The
Sell-Out. which stars Oliver Reed,
Richard Widmark and Gayle
Hunnicott.
First signings to the label
include Oppo, a Seven-piece band
from Bracknell, Berkshire, who
have written the new international
advertising music for the British
Leyland Mini, and that will be
published through Mighty Music.
A record deal for the band is
being sorted out.
Pete Smith, who wrote the
Stcphenson's Rocket chart single
Alright Baby, is a contracted
singer-songwriter, who has single
out himself as Captain Zero, on
the Gull label. Another contracted
artist has not, as yet. been given a
name under which to record.

ASCAP awards
to UK writers
AWARDS TO British composers
and writers for "outstanding chart
success" in the U.S. during 1975
were made by Lawrie Ross,
international representative (UK)
of ASCAP - the American Society
of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.
The plaques, presented to
Performing Right Society members
at PRS headquarters in London,
were based on two sections. In
the country division, for 10
consecutive weeks in the U.S.
country Top 10 chart; in the pop
section, for the number of top ten
placings in either pop, easy
listening or r&b Top 10s.
Pop awards: Doctor's Orders,
Roger Grccnaway, Roger Cook
and Geoff Stephens; Brother
Louie. Errol Brown and Tony
Wilson; Hello Summertime, Roger
Grccnaway, Roger Cook: Rung Fu
Fighting, Carl Douglas: Eres Tu
(Touch The Wind), Mike Hawker.
Country awards: Freedom
Comes, Freedom Goes, Roger
Cook, Roger Grccnaway, Mike
Hazlcwood, Albert Hammond; My
Boy, Bill Martin and Phil Coulter.
One song figured in both pop
and country sections - Please Mr.
Please, by Bruce Welch and the
late John Rostill.
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Musik-Edition
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record and cassette manufactunn•
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Bavarlaton-Vcrlag.
varioiis
Terry Winstonc is the dirp,f
12,000 titles m tne
of Hcltcr-Skclter, a production
catalogues.
artist-management company, ajls1
currently operating fro^
U FA belongs to
Bertelsmann Holding Com pan > Ambassador Music offices,
second most important Greek Street, London, W.I.'
-ir^cr
ions!
Discoton already handles the
catalogues of UK companies Virgin
Music, Stirling McQueen/Larry
Pace, and Magnet Music.
Ufaton represents most of the
music from the old UFA movies,
such as The Blue Angel, while
Wiener Boheme was formed by
Otto Hcin in Vienna along with
top composer Robert Stolz, who
died in mid-1975,
Drciklang-Dreimaskcn handled
light music and theatrical works,
and Bavariation, founded 1932
and affiliated to UFA In 1964, is
principally concerned with
soundtracks from Bavaria motion
pictures.
The Bertelsmann "empire,"
founded by Carl Bertelsmann, who

IJiC first m
sit Eorawision
i 1RST SONG to be heard in this
year's Eurovision Song Contest
will be the U.K. entry. Tin's was
decided through a draw which
took place in Hilversum
Netherlands.
Being first in a field which this
year involves 18 countries is
generally regarded as a
considerable handicap. The UK
entry will finally be chosen from a
short list of 12 at a special Royal
Albert Hall presentation in
February.

How to turn Blue Notes into Green N®tes

LAWS

NEW SINGLE
BlMXW 7003
'The most played disco sound for weeks now'

BNXW 7004

Blues and Soul.
With the success that this single is currently
enjoying in discos all over the U.K.,

is aimed at both a radio and a

Donald Byrd is proving that quality is no
longer a barrier to large

disco audience.

scale acceptance.
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Polydor statement ore
IHS
l-'OL LOWING CLOSURE of
Contour, announced last week,
transfer of catalogue to Pickwick
International will definitely not
mclude the current series of
Beethoven symphonies being
recorded by the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra under
conductor Antal Doruti. a series
being undertaken with substantial
sponsorship from the Legal &
General Assurance Company.
l irst issue, last September, was
of the Symphony No.5 (2870
48 2), which proved an
instantaneous success. The No.9,
the Choral Symphony, was also
recorded last year and was due for
release in April, and recording
sessions for Nos. 4 and 6 have
been 'pencilled', it is understood,

ggiriis
for March. Arrangements between
Contour, the RPO, Dorati and
Legal & General provided for
completion of recording of the
series by next July produced by
former EMI classical producer
Brian Culvcrhouse.
Polydor UK classical manager
Peter Russell (old Music Week "It
is obvious that (he scries will be
completed and issued by Polydor.
Discussions are now going on
about this between us and our
Hamburg headquarters. The
Beethoven series will definitely be
completed, but what is not yet
clear is exactly which Polydor
label it will come under, further
issues of the existing No.5 will
not. of course, be on the Contour
label.'

De Los Aopeies recoriog for new
IN LONDON last week was
made them in London's Wigmore
international soprano Victoria De
Hall, not a usual recording venue,
Los Angeles, making her first
but Mme. De Los Angeles was
recordings for Polydor after the
very happy to record there. She
end of her exclusive EMI recording
told us that she felt more at home
contract which began 25 years
in the warmth of atmosphere,
ago. With pianist Geoffrey Parsons,
more so than in the more clinical
and Brian Culvcrhouse producing,
surroundings of the usual
she recorded a number of songs
recording studio". Due for return
for a disc for possible May release
to London in February for public
under the title Songs of Many
performances, De Los Angeles will
Lands.
probably make more recordings
Polydor product division
then.
manager Gordon Gray told Music
Week "We are delighted that a star
EMI, for whom she has
of the quality of Victoria Dc Los
recorded consistently Tor a quarter
Angeles has come to us. and the
of a century, commented "Our
new recordings are splendid. We
exclusive contract with Victoria

11 1 1
EMI International
staff
,
. .InUllt*. IICI''
..nrllT
dialogue
''^"''.FRecords
under resh^f[e
MAJOR CHANGES inside EMl's
19 2
'"Ji! John Whittlet/
International Classical Division, i"recently
,ly
.k no
,, moves to ^.mvuiv
Cologne,
headed by last weeks
Next
week
German company
announcement of World Records
based at EMI's
of
Austin Bennett as marketing
0
promotion and
administrator, indicate increased European
poVlidty.Alward.'whoisriucntin
international attention being given
&
to both marketing and publicityGerman, told
Week
"We plan a hotting up of our
that this new job ts a G
overall international marketing and something
I've long
He
' promotion", 1CD general manager and I'm looKms.fo"™ d t°'e ^
Peter Andry told Music Week. acknowledges h.s deb
f ^
"Here in London, Douglas Pudney
will retain day-to-day control ot
marketing, provision of sleeves and who lias helped to develop
Peter Ahwd
other marketing services, and the
many
of
us".
r-lnxsical
the current need for conccntrat h
/work of Austin Bennett will look
Inside EMI Records, elassica
promotion of our reCOrdeJ
more towards long-term plans .
John Pat trick has
product , said Pat trick, "as well
In addition to recruitment of division manager
Bsme Bird =>* "SSistan^
the vitally important area of an,^
Bennett from World Records, the appointed
promotion manager to
relations and its development" ^
International Classical Division has Coulson.
"The
appointment
reflects
brought in, from EMI Records
UK, 25-ycar-old Peter Alward.
who joined the company live years
ago first as assistant in the
wm
Saliei in UK
De Los Angeles expired some time
ago. There is no ill-feeling between
us and we remain good friends. It
is more than possible that she will
make more recordings for us in
the future, and in the meantime
we wish her well for this new
series".

Polydor have also signed an
exclusive contract with the
up-and-coming young tenor
Anthony Rolfe-Johnson. lipped in
London musical circles as the
coming No.l young lyric tenor. He
has already made recordings some
of which will be issued within the
next few months.

--

SPANISH SOPRANO Victoria De Los Angeles recording in Wigmore Hall.
London, last week Jor Polydor her first recording since the end of her
exclusive recording contract with EMI. and due for release later this year.
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4!h Feb. Keele University
6th Feb. Bradford University
7th Feb. Sheffield University
Sth Feb. Hemel Hempstead Pavilion
13th Feb. Hull College of Commerce
14th Feb. Leicester Polytechnic
15th Feb. Liverpool Royal Court Theatre
20th Feb. York University
21st Feb. Worcester College
22nd Feb. Croydon

Fairfield Halls

25th Feb. Stoke-On-Trent Alsager College
27th Feb. North Staffordshire Polytechnic
28th Feb. Weymouth Pavilion
29th Feb. London Victoria Palace Theatre
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bv REX ANDERSON
HARVEY GOLDSMITH is
probably the biggest rock
promoter in the business. By last
Christmas he had promoted 600
concerts in the year. In 1974 he
handled 640 and the year before
550. He is a busy man. Goldsmith
is a chubby, bearded bundle of
energy who looks and dresses
more like a roadie than a
promoter. He became involved in
promotion like many others,
starting at college as a social
secretary. It was then that he
teamed up with Michael Alfandnry
and after college they formed
Alfandary Associates. Together
they put on the first open-air
concerts in London on Parliament
Hill fields in 1968.
He recalls: "As a result of that
we were offered Crystal Palace by
the GLC. We then decided that we
didn't want to run another
open-air event without financial
backing because we decided we
wanted to make a career of it. We
went to all the institutions and
organisations to try to raise
backing, but the price they
wanted, although they were quite
interested, was ridiculous so we
looked within the business and
found John and Tony Smith."
John Smith had an established
promotion company and financed
the first Crystal Palace festival.
Afterwards Alfandary and
Goldsmith went into partnership
with the Smiths. John Smith later
retired, or at least look a less
active interest in the company.
Tony Smith started to manage
Genesis two years ago and
Alfandary took on the
management of Chapman Whitney
leaving Goldsmith to promote all
the shows.
Goldsmith has handled

Keeping

out

everything from the Hcmel
Hcmpstcad Pavilion, which was
one of the first venues he ever
promoted and is still doing so
after over six years, to the highly
successful festival at Charlton
football ground with The Who
topping the bill. Artists that
Goldsmith has promoted run to an
impressive list. Off the top of his
head he could name: The Who,
The Stones, ELP, Yes, Genesis,
Deep Purple, Black Sabbath,
Lynyrd Skynyrd. Van Morrison,
Lou Reed, Dr Feelgood, Eric
Clapton, Ginger Baker, Alex
Harvey, Nazareth, Pink Floyd, Cat
Stevens, the Mahavishnu Orchestra,
Jeff Beck, Labcllc, Manhattcn
Transfer, Molt the Hooplc, Ian
Hunter and "hundreds more."
Goldsmith attributes his success
to having an eye for spotting
talent at the right time and taking
the occasional risk. "We don't sit
and wait for the big groups," he
says. "We go out and look for the
new stuff. We spend as much time
on Man and Gentle Giant as we do
on Floyd and the Stones.
Consequently without exception
every act has stayed with us."
There arc of course artists that
never stay with one promoter.
Goldsmith promoted the last Elton
John Christmas tour for example
and he has also handled Glen
Campbell.
Says Goldsmith. "Many
promoters do not promote in the
true sense of the word. The only
two true promoters in my opinion
arc Mel Bush and Peter Bowycr.
The difference is that the others

the

touts

ME

I
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THE IMPRESARIOS
3: Harvey Goldsmith
arc really agents more than
promoters. They arc basically
interested in selling dates out
around the country. V/c arc tour
promoters, and possibly the only
real tour promoters, lock stock
and barrel. We have to organise
everything including lighting and
the Red Cross. When I started
promoting it was a lot of fun.
Now it's a lot of hard work."
This is presumably a situation
that has been brought about by
the mass of the equipment that
groups arc now taking with them?
"The size of the equipment is
only one side of it. They conic to
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kids in England should get the
same show that the Americans ge
but sealed down- That's how all
this nonsense started. The trend a
the moment is to reverse it: to go
back to simpler shows playing
music."
. .
How, then, bands attempting to
put on an American style stage
presentation afford the inevitable
tour losses that they must make in
the UK?
, .
"The big groups subsidise
themselves and the smaller groups
arc subsidised by the record
companies because they arc
struggling to survive. The cost of
putting Andy Fairweathcr Low on
at Birmingham Town Hall and
Sabbath at the Hammersmith
Odcon is virtually the same.
Record company support could be
better. I've been working on
record companies now for four
years and it is only now that they
arc coming round to recognise the
importance of live shows. There is
too much departmentalisation in
this business. Publishers are only
worried about getting their money
in and record companies arc only
worried about selling records.
Promoters arc left to cope on their
own. If you look closely you find
that the most successful groups arc
the ones where everybody pulls
together and that depends on
strong management, of which
there is precious little nowadays.
If you look at the biggest acts in
the world you'll find the strongest
managcincnt."
On the subject of the
mishandling of a group's live
exposure, Goldsmith says that
record companies tend to want to
screw management down in an
attempt to get what they can and
managers have a hard time.
Nobody, he says, wants to lav out
money on anything these days.
Because a group has a Iiit the
record company think they can fill
any venue and the manager Hunks
H arc a bcadlincr, which isn't
po n,lar
myth
that antascact
myuftiL
' Uthat
's a becomes
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concert hall because he
,
afford not to. The other ven 1
arc either corporation-run 0r
public companies like the \>
and Moss Empire bstablishmcm^
Both corporate and pJV
l
establishments
come
for ^
cimn
from inn„i..
'ie
same criticism
criticism from
Golds'-^
that corporate and p..?.1/1
companies always have to answ
Generally, management lacks n"
incentive to run the organism 0n
efficiently and profitably. IicL.says
^
'By and Large,
most corpora{p;
venues arc extremely well run a„a
and
managed, but basically they don',
have the facilities that we nr...
Generally we take over. Weneed.1
our own power supply in) buPut
V.
our own stage and half the tim
we supply our own staff to ensurp
that it is run to the standard that
we want.
"A lot of venues in ^
country are sadly lacking in q,
facilities that they offer. p0
example, ice. However behind we
arc in England, most people, even
if only in the summer, like to have
ice in their drinks but you tell me
how many venues can supply icc
and of those how many do so
without charging you for it. There
are not more than six in the
country. You try to get tea or
coffee organised in a venue
without aggravation - it's
unbelievable.
"Another thing that is
impossible which the rest of the
world has no problem over is that
it takes six to eight weeks to get
cash settlement for staging a show
in this country. In America 1 can
book a 10,000 scatcr in Los
Angeles and settle completely and
utterly on the night. Most of the
time promoters in the UK act as
banks because the venues,
especially corporation venues, sit
on our money for as long as they
can. Furthermore, our costs have
gone up by approximately 25
percent this year."
Ticket prices, he points out,
haven't really altered that much
since the introduction of VAT.
Although he believes in keeping
ticket prices down he says it is
becoming increasingly difficult to
make a profit in the face of rising
prices. The cost of advertising
alone has gone up 35 percent this
year he says. "We arc making our
money out of volume but with the
kind of service that we give acts
now it's becoming increasingly
difficult. Our own company
situation is going through a radical
rethink because I cannot afford to
put on new acts although I am
getting grudging support from the
record companies. It costs the
company £150 a show to promote
just in terms of office expenses,
travel and accommodationIs it this sort of drastic
financial situation that tempts
promoters to deal with the ticket
touts? Goldsmith says certainly
not in the ease of John Smith
Enterprises which docs everything
possible to stop touts getting
tickets. In fact, Goldsmith has
been fighting a personal ^
against the touts throughout
^
time in the business and sP.cn) lU{
lot of lime and effort working e
systems that will defeat them- ^
attempt is to allow onlyt0 C
tickets per purchaser and tlC. , L
down the number of tree L",
distributed, especially with the
acts.
»
"We had to send back or16.0^
applications for tickets Wl,s
l the
Who at Wembley, but it
.
only way to stop toutsancby vc lling
on application only
i
L
them as they came in. The so^ ^
the government does so met huh.
stop touts and pirate progrm0
sellers the better it will be
business."
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WHITE
ON

FFRRUARY 9th GLASGOW APOLLO THEATRE
FEBRUARY 10th GLASGOW APOLLO THEATRE
FEBRUARY 12th NEWCASTLE CITY HALL
FEBRUARY 13th NEWCASTLE CITY HALL
FEBRUARY 15th LIVERPOOL EMPIRE

B6I

DOVE'
cxai
O/^nc
EMI 2409

TOUR
FEBRUARY 18th BIRMINGHAM ODEON
FEBRUARY 19th BIRMINGHAM ODEON
FEBRUARY 21 st BRISTOL COLSTON HALL
FEBRUARY 22nd BRISTOL COLSTON HALL
FEBRUARY 24th SHEFFIELD CITY HALL
FEBRUARY 25th LEEDS UNIVERSITY

FEBRUARY 16th MANCHESTER FREE TRADE HALL

EMI Records Limited,
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OLDIES CONTINUE to be revived
as record companies plan their
February singles releases. Recent
months have seen a considerable
expansion in the period from
which revivals can be reactivialedTo date the oldest revivals go back
as far as Glenn Miller and as close
to the present day as America's
million selling 1971 release. A
Morse With No NameAmerica's track has of course
been put out to assist promotion
of the History album on Warner
Brothers but has also followed
radio station and earlier interest
according 10 the record company.
Warner Brothers is also
re-releasing the 1963 hit comedy
sinele by Allan Sherman. Hello
Mudduh Hello Faddah apparently
due to renewed interest United
Artists has decided to put out two
late Sixties singles. Peter Sarstedt's
1 Am A Cathedral and Idle Race's
The Skeleton And The
Roundabout. Both lie in with
albums, a rc-rclcase of Birthday
Party, by Idle Race and Sarstedt's
Where Do You Go To My Lovely.
Other well known revivals
include Paradise Is Half As Nice
by Amen Corner on Immediate,
the Islcy Brothers version of Twist
and Shout on DJM Bobby
Rydell's Sway coupled with Forget
Him on Cameo Parkway and
Battle of New Orleans by Lonnie
Donegan on Pye.

ORGASMIC ROCK which
according to one national
newspaper article is sweeping
America and is about to hit
Britain, has met with early
opposition from the media. The
BBC have decided not to schedule
the Donna Summer hit, Love To
Love You Baby, because of the
suggestiveness of her heavy
breathing. The I.B.A. has
recommended independent stations
not to play it.
Capital has also banned a track
from the latest lOcc album, How
Dare You. The track, Head Room,
has been banned because of its
sexual overtones. Virgin has been
obliged to make a subtle alteration
to the artwork on the sleeve of
the debut album by Boxer, Below
The Bell, because WH Smith is not
prepared to put it on display with
the quantity of below the belt
female anatomy revealed. Donna
Summer's album has gone into the
MW charts this week.
Orgasmic rock was described in
the article as: "stereotyped guitar
and drums which has nothing to
recommend it." The article
continued: "The lyrics arc
lypicaliscd by Donna Summer's
single ... the words of which arc
the title lines repeated over and
over again. The way they arc
sung leaves nothing to the
imagination."
It went on to claim that
orgasmic rock singles are tested for
commercial promise in Los
Angeles by using specially
wircd-up seals to record
involuntary spasms of the nervous

reiA

vetoed

newcomers
Ethna Campbell
finally charts

——
Donna Summer in a publicity pose to match the suggestiveness of her hit single
Sexy Thing, nor That's 1 he Way
systems of the young listeners. It
also reported that as a protest the (uh huh) I like It, all ol which are
Rev Charles Bodkin had set fire to quite explicit, so it is difficult to
tell where they are going to draw
£1000 worth of records at a
the line.
public burning in Tallahassee,
The Boxer album - Boxer
Florida.
comprises Mike Patto, Ollie
The paper ignored the fact that
llalsall, Keith Ellis and Tony
the BBC and now commercial
Newman - is scheduled lor release
radio stations, have been banning
Judge Dread and tracks like Jane on February 6. The sleeve artwork
was submitted to the multiples by
Birkin and Serge Gainsbourg's Je
Virein for approval. The front of
T'aime for some years. Orgasmic
the" Below The Belt sleeve has a
rock, if such a category exists, has
photograph of a naked woman,
been existent since the first Barry
arms and legs spread wide.
While release. Soul music and
However, the offending regions arc
reggae have always contained a
descreelly hidden by a
considerable element of sexual
boxing-gloved fist. The fist is
explicitness which is almost part
trussing from a similar picture on
of the black music culture. Other
contributions have come from K C
the rear.
Smith's, in rejecting the cover,
and the Sunshine Band, Hot
Chocolate, The Slrawbs, Trapeze,
suggested an irremovable sticker. A
Dobie Gray, and Major Harris.
Virgin spokesman said: "Virgin
decided there was nothing worse
The radio stations did not ban
Love Don't Make Me Wait, You
than a truncated nude. Neither
") was it thought desirable to
airbrush out the pubic hair."
Instead the problem has been
overcome by providing the lady
with a tasteful belt which will
given an ironic twist to one of the
titles on the album, More Than
Meets The Eye.

THE PHILIPS single. Old Rugged
Cross by Ethna Campbell is almost
certainly a record breaker. It ilas
been bouncing in and out of iilc
Star Breakers since October 18 last
year. It took the public four
months to decide whether it was
hit material. The record finally
came in at 39 having already sold
50.000 copies. But the story ol"
the track goes back much further
than October. It was originally
recorded for a Philips album in
1968 The decision to release it as
a single was taken after Radio
Clyde began playing the track in
the middle ol last year. The
appearance of the single in the
chart was finally helped by Ethna
Campbell's appearance on the
Christinas special of Stars On
Sunday on ITV, alongside Bing
Crosby and Grace Kelly.
Ethna Campbell lives in Leeds
and is now preparing a follow up
to Old Rugged Cross. She was
born in Belfast and made the
original album as a teenager. When
it was unearthed by Clyde dj.
Frank Skerctt. in a junk shop, it
took some time to trace her so
that a new recording could be
made for the single. Eventually she
was found combining a part-time
secretary job with cabaret spots in
the Yorkshire clubs. Needless to
say. the sudden, unprccidcnled
success of the single has changed
her life.
The Old Rugged Cross has an
even older history though. It was
composed in 1913 by American
evangelist. Rev George Bcnnard
who died in 1958 aced 85.
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FROM PAGE 10
over 1000 browser rows and
hundreds of piles of records. "But
if 1 have my way, one day I'll
start a 60.000-square foot store
with at least 60 jillion records in
it!"
Solomon believes in personal
promotion. He says: "We're on the
radio every week. We're in the
newspaper whenever we have
something important to say. If
we're having a big sale on classics,
or jazz, or something, or if we
have long lists of product to sell,
we put together a big. black
advertisement. We use newspaper
to sell while departments and we
use radio to sell specific items. It's
the shotgun approach as opposed
to the rifle approach."
But Tower does not net
involved in audio sales. Solomon
says. 'Our b u sincss is
entertainment on records and tape,
vc sell a few accessories. But
basically on staffing, we want nuys
who are interested in records."not
wizards on sound-reproduction "
Uuy.n., hc fill(ls, is no 1)rob|cin
W. buy virtually cvcryihint;. U\
a team o Ion, The individual stare
nanagcr has his own auionomy If
»s an entirely „ew artist. i|,e
small CO
small,
andTmiU
we'll
,,u:,umakc
>"ay be very
. y
and rite i, alphabe.ica^bm
L ITu rt
the rccorr 0ni0,10na
' " °'"
company' behind
it
then we'l ^ppon
it with more
stock and display.

Solomon, with his commitment
to stocking all new product, says:
"Since the beginning of lime there
have been too many releases. We
don't give a damn if there are
10.000 new releases a year Iis
the old shotgun effect" the man
who has to worry about new
releases is the one who is paying
to record them. All we say is that
if someone has brought out a new
album, then we should give it our
best shot to help get it going.
"But I get bitter when some
records are cut out of a catalogue,
because the accountants say wc
are not selling enough of an itemThere arc many which should not
be cut out. I don't care how many
they sell. I think there is an
obligation from the record
companies to maintain certain
numbers in the back catalogue.
And on pilferage, he said"Everyone has this problem- W0
have one but the greatest
deterrent is the guard at the doorRecords aren't so big a problem as
tapes. We could lock up tapes- but
then we wouldn't sell as manyStill . . . pilferers are selectiveThey only steal what they want-01
Solomon said: "Basically- J" '
can say we believe in organise
chaos. The more chaotic the store
the better. It means noisecolours, people running, around-lS
slacks of records. AH wo say
that buying a record should be a
nl
pleasurable experience That is our
aim at Tower."
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JAZZ
Exploitation
OVER THE last 20 years,
trumpeter Donald Byrd has spent
a great deal of time and effort in
elevating the status of black music,
achieving respect for it as a vital
Afro-American art form and doing
a tremendous amount to see that
those who contribute the most to
the music also derive the most
benefit.
He has been in the forefront of
the move to introduce black music
studies as a fundamental part of
the musical curriculum of colleges
and universities. He has a bachelor
of music degree, a master's degree
in music education and a PhD in
college teaching and administration
from the Columbia University
School of Education. For six years
he was chairman of the black
music department of Howard
University in Washington D.C.
And now, at 43, this former
Jazz Messenger, this son of a
methodist minister, finds himself
cast in the unlikely roll of a major
disco artist.
"And it's all because I set out
to leach my students about jazz;
but they finished up teaching me
about rock," says Byrd.
Donald Byrd has been a Blue
Note artist for more than 20 years
- rare loyalty where jazz music is
concerned - but it was not until
he directed his energies towards a
synthesis of jazz and rock that he
started to move into the higher
sales echelons. Today his albums
sell anything up to 250,000 a
time, in his earlier Blue Note days
he counted himself lucky to sell
10,000. Nevertheless, two of his
Blue Note albums from the sixties
- "A New Perspective" and "I'm
Try in' To Get Home" - in which
he combined jazz with choral
singing arc still regarded as
significant landmarks in the
evolution of black music. In fact
"Christo Redcntor" from the
Perspective album is still one of
the most popular pieces of black
music in the US.
"Everybody put me down when
I did those albums," says Byrd.
"It took me three years to talk
Blue Note into doing them — and
then when they came out Down
Beat lore me to pieces."
Nevertheless "A New
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Donald Byrd
Perspective" got into the Top 50
and "Christo Redento" has since
been the theme for dozens of
religious shows.
Byrd is not unused to being put
down. He got plenty of criticism
when he "polluted" the jazz
stream by bringing in rock
elements. "But I could sec that
this was the way the music was
going," he says.
Byrd flies right in the face of a
great body of jazz opinion when
he claims that the last ten or 15
years have been among the most
interesting in jazz history. "I have
never known a period before when
there were no jam sessions. And it
is almost 20 years since a real
leader emerged from the jazz

ranks. Now the rock people arc
the ones who arc having all the
influence. And with the new
music, everyone has his own
conception. You can't sit in any
more. If today's young musicians
jam, they have to play the music
we were playing 20 years ago."
Byrd is totally unrcpcntcnt
about his "crossover conversion"
because he claims that he is still
playing authentic black music.
"Contemporary jazz/rock is more
soulful, earthy, basic and
fundamental than jazz. I've been
listening to Aretha Franklin and
James Brown and they really blew
my mind. This is bluesy,
elementary music and is basic to
the Afro-American tradition.

TOP 10
"Music is going back to what i
used to be. People are holding
each other while they dance tor
the first time in 20 years. Music is
becoming more sophisticated an
polished - you wear rlunestoncs
and studs today instead of tuxedos
and tails.
"Music's future is m the
discotheques, with live bands with
strong visual appeal and kids
discovering how to dance wi t
each other again.
"Also the days ot tnc
poverty-stricken musician arc over.
Jazz musicians and college
facilities who look down their
noses at the music are way out ol
touch. How can you ignore the
existence of a multi-billion dollar
industry? Studio musicians today
are the highest paid musicians in
the world and they deserve to be
treated with respect.
"The days of exploitation ot
black musicians arc over now.
They are controlling their own
destinies at last. People like Herbie
Hancock and Kenny Burrell are
producers in their own right as
well as musicians; and more and
more musicians are running their
own publishing companies.
"I have contracts with Blue
Notes.. Warner and Fantasy I m
a producer and I head a publishing
company. And what is also new is
the amount of money I make'"
Last September Byrd
introduced a legal course as part
of the music curriculum of the
North Carolina Central State
University. "Musicians have to
know about contracts and
copyrights," he points out. "If
they don't they get exploited.
Great men like W. C. Handy,
Louis Armstrong and Duke
Ellington were always against this
exploitation - but they never
voiced objections. All that has
changed now."
Among all the pluses in Byrd's
life right now there is at least one
minus he is losing his facility to
play straight ahead
"un-crosscd-over" jazz.
"I played my first jam session
in six years in North Carolina and
it scared the hell out of me. I
don't think I could play something
like 'Donna Lee' now if I tried."

1 A LOVE SUPREME - John
Coltrane, Impulse
2 KOLN CONCERT - Keith
Jarrett, ECM
3 TOWN HALL CONCERT unissued parts — Louis
Armstrong, RCA
4 BASIE JAM AT MONTREUX
— Count Basie, Pablo
5 JAZZ AT THE OHIO UNION
— George Lewis, Storyville
6 TRIDENT - McCoy Tyner.
Milestone
7 AGHARTA — Miles Davis,
CBS
8 UNDER MILKWOOD - Stan
Tracey, Steam
9 MOBIUS - Cedar Walton,
RCA
10 RAPPORT - Billy Butterfield,
Dick Wallstood (77)
(Based on sales by Doug Dobell,
Charing Cross Road, London,
WC1)

reieasedl

FIVE ALBUMS recorded at last
year's Nice Jazz Festival have been
issued on the new Mahogany label
created by Pierre Voran and Henri
Dufresnc who arc based in Nice.
The label has been acquired
for France by Barclay Records.
The five ablums arc "The
Many Faces Of Dorothy
Donegan"; "Jive At Five" with
Buddy Talc, Doc Cheatham, Vic
Dickcnson and John Guarnieri;
Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis with the
Michel A11 e n o u x O r chcstra;
Sammy Price; and the Vic
Dickcnson Quartet.
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doubles
band size
JAZZ COMPOSER and bassist
Graham Collier has augmented his
sextet to a 12-piecc orchestra for
which he has written a whole new
library. Soloists in the band
include trumpeter Harry Beckett,
trombonists Derek Wadsworlh and
Malcolm Griffiths and
saxophonists Art Themen, Alan
Wake man and Michael Page. Also
on trumpet is Pete Duncan from
the National Youth Jazz
Orchestra.
Joining Collier in the rhythm
section are pianist Roger Dean,
guitarist Ed Speight, drummer
John Webb and percussionist John
Mitchell.
The new band made its public
debut with a broadcast on French
radio Jan 26 and will be recording
for Collier's own Mosaic label later
this year.
PAGE 22

AMERICAN keyboard artist Paul
Bley, who is a&r director of the
record production company,
Improvising Artists Inc., based in
New York, is planning to visit
Europe this year with a package of
artists who are fey lured on the
label.
The company has a repertoire
of seven albums to date, featuring
Jimmy Giuffrc, Bill Connors, John
Gilmore, Gary Peacock, Lee
Konitz and Bley himself.
Bley has already fixed
distribution for the label in
Scandinavia, through Phonogram,
and in France through Soul
Posters of Paris.

0
ATLANTIC IS launching a major
jazz campaign, "That's Jazz" on
April I with the release of 20
albums from the Atlantic and
Warner catalogues,
Ncsuhi Ertegun, president of
WEA International, says that the
campaign is one of the most
ambitious in the company's
liistory. A further ten albums will
be released in September and
another five in NovemberLater releases will include
previously unreleascd masters from
the extensive Atlantic and Warner
archives and the whole campaign
will be heavily supported by
merchandising, press and
advertising.
The campaign will be geared
not only to the jazz market but to
a wider range of record buyers.
The albums will have a
recommended retail price of
£2.99.
Among the first releases will be
Giant Steps by John Coltrane,

rce Jazz by Ornette Coleman,
Blues and Roots by Charlie
Mingus, Soul Brothers by Ray
Charles and Mill Jackson, The Jazz
Messengers with Art Blakey and
Thclonious Monk, Inflated Tear
by Roland Kirk and West Coast
Jazz by Shorty Rogers.
Other jazz artists featured will
be Mose Allison, Freddie Hubbard,
the MJQ, Woody Herman. Erroll
Garner, Lennie Tristano and Lei
Konitz.
Says ^ Dave Clipshan of
Atlantic's creative services
department: "Through close to
thirty years of Atlantic's existence,
jazz has always been a vital part of
the company's expansion, with
interest permeating down from the
very lop levels of management.
In Britain the market for jazz
is generally accepted as being
limited but we aim to bring jazz
sales to the highest possible level
. Jtrst by achieving a crossover
3 olhcr
markets with jazz

product, such as that by J^n
Hammer, Les McCann; Stanley
Clarke, Eddie Harris, Jean-Luc
Ponly and Billy Cobham.
"Secondly we are building a
good relationship with tl,c
specialist record shops. We have
also issued a separate jazz
catalogue, which can be used as a
merchandising give-away or as an
insert in jazz magazines.
"We undertake regular
advertising campaigns for jazz ine
the specialist press and in lh
wider music trade press - and we
help gain extra mileage for jazz
pr od uc t by i magina t ivc
repackaging of albums, such as the
'Art of .. scries (which was
world-wide) and the European
'Jazz Express' series.
"The new 'That's Jnzz
campaign has been originated m
the UK fur use across Europe and
with the aim of re-presenting some
of the quintessential albums in the
rich Atlantic catalogue "
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a specially imported series of jazz!'

Horizon is jazz.
Horizon is a new venture from A&M Records dedicated to
improvisational music and the artists who create it.
Horizon will present a series of records intended to capture
important new music for those interested in the remarkable and unpredictable
evolution of jazz.
All Horizon album covers will be gatefold and, in most cases,
will contain extensive liner notes, along with transcribed solos, a lead sheet of a
selected composition, a diagram of the stereo mix of one of the selections, a
graphic score of one selection (what instrument is playing when), artists' comments,
and photographs.
All Horizon pressings will be of the highest quality available to
ensure the ultimate sonic experience. Each record will be packaged in a plastic
lined inner sleeve.
All Horizon albums will be available from the 30th January
at good record shops everywhere; specially priced at £3 49 including VAX

• Sonny Fortune

THAD JONES & MEL LEWIS
SUITE FOR POPS
mm

Awakening;
JIM

BRUBECK

&•

cX
DESMOND

fHADJONES&
mel lewis
SUITE FOR pops
Thad Jones and Mel Lewis have
oeen leading one of the mosi
exciting big bands in the world
'or the last ten years. Their MonJay night gigs at New York's
v .age Vanguard arc legendary,
.is album is Thad & Mel & Co.
a musical tribute to Louis
^rnisirong.

DAVE
SWEETLIEBMAN
HANDS

Mahavishnu

McLaufhn

Badal EoV , ms and Frank
Williams on drums, anu
Tusa on bass.

DAVE BRUBECK
& PAUL DESMOND
1975: THE DUETS
Brubcck and Desmond first playe
duets aboard the S.S. Rotterdam
Jazz Cruise earlier this year. This
album marks a special moment in
jazz history: their first duct recording
in over twenty
of
performingtogether.
It alyears
started
'jOOO miles out at sea and it s all
here. Definitely a vintage set.

SONNY FORTUNE
AWAKENING
Former Miles Davis rcedman
Sonny Fortune has also played
and recorded with Mongo Santamaria. McCoy Tyner, and Buddy
Rich. His multi-iexiurcd Horizon
debut includes: Chip Lyles and
Billy Han on drums, Wayne
Dockery and Reggie Workman
on bass, Kenny Barren on piano,
and Charles Sullivan on trumpet.

JIM HALL
LIVE!
Preeminent among contemporary
jazz guitarists, Jim Hall shares
equal space with the two generally acknowledged masters —
Django Reinhardt and Charlie
Christian. This album is the best
of his recent "live" performances
— accompanied by Don Thompson on bass and Terry Clarke on
drums.

m
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liLLA FITZGERALD
lilla l itzgcrald Sings The Harold
Arlen Songbook. Verve 2683 064.
Producer: Norman Granz. This
cxccllenl compilation of 24 tracks
reorded by Ella in 1960/61 with
the Bill May Orchestra is a classic
among recordings of the great
American popular song. Harold
Arlen's imperishable melodies and
Ella's ever-young voice have
perfect compatibility. Tracks
include Paper Moon, Blues In The
Niiihl, Over The Rainbow and
Let's Fall In Love.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
The Jazz Guitar Album. Verve
2683 065. This is a 20 track
compilation from the rich Verve
archives - by the indefatigable
John Sncll and and it features
such guitar giants as Rcinhardl,
Farlow, Kesscl, Hall, Christian,
Montgomery, McLaughlin, Byrd,
Raney, Ellis and Burrell. An
excellent conception, the double
album has exhaustive label
information and should have an
appeal which extends beyond the
limits of jazz.

CANNON BALL ADDER LEY
The Japanese Concerts. Milestone
M 47029. Producer: Orrin
Kccpnews. Of the 11 tracks on
this album, six were originally
released on the Nippon Soul
album The other five have never
before been issued. This album
serves as an impressive momumcnt
to the late Cannonball Adderley
and. with the attraction of the five
new tracks, should pick up
substantial sales. Titles include The
Weaver, Jive Samba, Work Song
and Nippon Soul.

McCOY TYNER
Trident. Milestone M9063.
Producer: Orrin Keepnews.
Magnificent playing by Tyner jazz musician of the year in the
latest Down Beat readers' poll.
Here he is reunited with his old
John Coltrane colleague, Elvin
Jones, and he celebrates with a
superb version of Coltrane's
Impressions. Other highlights are
Once I Loved, the piquant Jobim
bossa nova. Monk's Ruby My Dear
and the excellent bass playing
throughout of Ron Curler.

SONNY ROLLINS
Nucleus. Milestone M9064.
Producer: Orrin Keepnews. A
beautiful album by the inimitable
Rollins, full of vitality, variety and
saxophone virtuosity. George Duke
is featured on keyboards and there
is some sprightly trombone work
from Paul de Souza. The album
culminates in Rollins's moving
version of My Reverie, a ballad
performance that ranks with To A
Wild Rose from Rollins's The
Cutting Edge album.

FREDDIE HUBBARD
Polar AC. CTI 6056. Producer:
Creed Taylor. Despite the
unnecessary intrusion of strings on
some tracks, this is a volcanic
album by Hubbard, highlighted by
Naturally, a groovy ballad with
rhythm supplied by Billy Cob am,
George Benson and Ron Carter,
and the title track, which is an
appealing C e d aV Walton
composition. Hubbard is one of
the best trumpet players around

@ CHART CERTAINTY
Sales potential within
respective market
*** Good
** Fair
* Poor
today and this album should move
well.
***
JIM HALL
Concierlo. CTI 6060. Producer:
Creed Taylor. Guitarist Jim Hall
exemplifies all that is tasteful on
the five tracks on this ablum and
receives magnificent support from
pianist Roland Hanna, bassist Ron
Carter and drummer Steve Gadd.
Don Sebesky's handsome
arrangement of Concierto dc
Aranjuez occupies all of Side 2.
Highliglu of Side I is You'd Be So
Nice To Come Home To. Elegant
playing by altoist Paul Desmond
and trumpeter Chet Baker provides
a significant bonus.
BOBBY TIMMONS
Moanin'. Milestone M4703I.
Bobby Timmons is probably
known principally as the author of
the title track - but he was also
the very articulate pianist who
featured in what many consider to
be the best Jazz Messengers group
of them all (Blakcy, Lee Morgan,
Benny Golson and Jymic Merrilt).
He was also an important
contributor to the Cannonball
Adderley Quintet. This twofcr
compilation is from six different
Riverside albums and gives a good
cross section of Timmons's solo
work.

D

CLARK TERRY
Cruising. Milestone M 47U3Z.
Producer: Orrin Keepnews. fms
double album features the
ebullient Terry in various contexts
Ellingtonian, Monkish and
Griffincsquc. Terry is one of jazz s
most consistent and versatile
performers and this richly varied
album should attract his fans in
considerable numbers.

kamsey lewis
Don't It Feel Good. CBS 81006.
producers: Charlie Stepney and
Ramsey Lewis. A very professional
hzz/soul package, this album is
currently high in the Billboard jazz
clnrt and should do reasonably
well in the UK H is a deftly
executed mix ol electronic
keyboards, funky vocals and good
basic disco rhythms and the title
track really burns.

WES MONTGOMERY
Pretty Blue. Milestone M 47030.
Producer: Orrin Keepnews. 1 hesc
21 tracks come from the period
between 1959 and 1963 and make
an excellent addition to
Milestone's twofer reissue scries ol
old Riverside recordings. The
settings tend towards the
schmaltzy, but Montgomery's
musicianship is such that he
largely overcomes this hazard.
Sidcmen include Hank Jones,
Kenny Burrell and organist Mclvin
Rhync. Not vintage Montgomery
but reasonably saleable.

JIM HALL
Live! A&M Horizon SP 705. This
is one of the first batch of A&M's
Horizon jazz series. Recorded live
in a Toronto jazz club, it suffers a
little from a kind of
over-relaxation; but Hall is
consistently inventive and melodic
and his support from the local
bassist and drummer is above
average. Highlights are Angel Eyes
and I Hear A Rhapsody. Packaging
is good - but superbly tasteful
though he is. Hall is not a major
seller.

STEPHANE GRAPPELLI
Meets The Rhythm Section. Black
Lion BLP 30183. Producer; Alan
Bates. Recorded in September
1973, this album features the
indomitable Grappelli with the
then rhythm section of the Thad
Jones-Mel Lewis band - George
Mraz, bass: Roland Hanna. piano
and Mel Lewis, drums. Tracks
include Love For Sale, Fascinating
Rhythm, Parisian Thoroughfare
and Wave. Grappelli is in
customarily good form.

DONALD BYRD
Places And Spaces. Blue Note
20001. United Artists has spun a
two-part single from the first track
of this album - Change - and the
whole LP is totally orientated
towards the discos. A typical
Mizcll production - lots of
keyboards and percussion and
Byrd's trumpet in a relatively
modest role - it should benefit
from Byrd's recent visit to the
UK. A good production but if this
is crossover music, then it is jazz
which has done all the crossing
over.
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For the answers to
these and fifty thousand
other leading questions on
tape and record, turn to
the TAPE AND RECORD
GUIDE. Buying or selling,
there's nothing more upto-date or comprehensive,
in both POPULAR and
CLASSICAL editions... with
substantial discounts for
bulk orders.
To order copies;
fill in and post coupon to
Tape Guide Sales, 25 Crown
Street, Kettering, Northants,
NN16 8QU.
POPULAR; Single copy sales
75p I- 15p P&P; 1-15 75p each.
16-99 60p each, 100-i- 55p each
CLASSICAL: Single copy sales
65p t 15p P&P; 1-15 65p each.
16-99 60p each, 100-f 55p each
Dealers - the perfect guide for
customer reference and overthe-counter sales!
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Note - Prepaid orders only accepted.
Please
send me
copies of the Popular Guide
and/or
copies of the Classical Guide
I enclose C
in payment.
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To. Jape Guide Sales. 25 Crown Street. Kettering.
|^Northants.NN16 8QU.
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covering the professional recording studio world

First single fa® tram

;/
fifainste/i Itam® stmi®

Sawmil Stuie's label
will nearly always be the situation.
SAWMILL SINGLES, the label
H will be an old Roger
recently established by Sawmill
Grcenaway, or Jonathan King type
studios, Cornwall, will bring out a
of situation, but I don't see us
first single next month. The label,
signing bona fide artists. Still, if a
a joint logo with Sonnet, the
record takes off, so much the
distributors, is, as the name
better, wc can build a group round
indicates, for singles only, and the
the artists, and maybe even set up
first, due for release on February
concerts."
20, is to be Tambourine, by
Cox, who has a background as
Brandy Balloon.
arranger, producer and musician
Studio owner Tony Cox says
will, with other friends of like
that the label will not be looking
mind and experience, be featured
for artists, but is intended to allow
largely, if anonymously, on
good singles ideas to be acted
Sawmill Singles.
upon immediately, as and when
Me admits that he is taking the
die opportunity occurs.
"If a good idea conies up, and
opposite route to the usual - in
it seems to be just right for the
that instead of creating a band,
lime, wc want to be able to act on
performing with it in public, and
it straightaway, not have to hawk
then looking for a record label, he
the idea and a demo around half a
has decided to make the records
dozen record companies, and
first, and then see if any viable
perhaps have it come out loo laic,
concert possibilities open up. "It's
or not at all", Cox says.
not the usual way, but it's is
Brandy Balloon is a group of
definitely the cheaper way. Setting
musicians who have come together
up a group for live work is a very
just to make the single, and this
costly business."

/

iew raS® for
3ilfs Prigmore
JOHN PRIGMORE, National
sales manager for the recording
materials division of 3M's UK
broadcast and industrial markets,
has taken on additional sales
responsibilities - for the M79
range of multi-track studio
recorders, Automated Processes
sound mixing equipment,
electronic test equipment and
other product.
A member-of the Institute of
Electronics, Prigmore has been
with 3M for eight years, previously
working as an electronics engineer
with Cable and Wireless.

oigirBBig cimpSifiin
WORK HAS begun on a 16-track f
EDITED
studio at the home of Uriah
by
Hccp's keyboard genius Ken !
Hcnsley, and an optimistic forecast V TERRI ANDERSON
for completion is the end of next will include items which Hcnsley
already owns and has in some
month.
Hcnsley moved to his new cases used on stage with Hccp,
house, in Sonning Common, such as an Eventide phascr,
Berkshire, just before Christmas. Tannoy Lancaster speakers for
An extension, which had monitoring, and Neumann mikes.
Hcnsley intends the studio to
contained three rooms, had been
opened out into one big room, be entirely for his own use. as an
and its possibilities as a studio aid to expanding his work as a
were immediately obvious. Work composer and musician - to do
began almost at once on walling more experimental composition,
off a control room, insulating and move into areas of work such
walls and roof, and laying power as jingles and film music which he
cables.
has not entered before.
The original idea of having
So far the project is well within
things on a very humble scale soon the £12-15,000 which Hcnsley has
developed into a plan for a fully budgeted for, and this fact,
professional set up, and equipment together with the knowledge that
on order at present includes a new the over heads on an eight-track
model Allen and Heath 16-in, studio will amount only to "a
eight-out console, Scully 280 large electricity bill", allows him
eight-track machine, and Dolbys. to be very definite about not
Other control room equipment hiring it out.

FSilver
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disc awarded to

SABOTAGE
Album-9119 001
Cassette-7246 001
Cartridge - 7748 001
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REDFERN, who mans
I rry, persons) the reception desk
and looks after the bookings for
Strawberry Studios, Stockporl,
was recently given a silver disc of
nar very own. Hers were the
n'cel tones heard speaking in the
i n die of the lOcc single I'm Not
Love. The band organised the
award tor Cathy, and she was
Presented
with her silver disc just
0
rc Christmas
Strawberry South, the junior
ersion of the Stockport studio.
Planned for use by lOcc when
are orkin
Pmn
S in the South
of
j'-and, |:is beginning
to take
sllJ
Pc. in Dorking, Surrey.
IES 0,7

!ttf
visitors to the DJM
arc bcin as
thct,0Sn umbers
g ked to keep
in* n .
down since the
110 0f t,1c cnIur ed MCI
cons IC "l las be
«
32.,..° " ' '
en brought up to
24 oul
agreed , .'
capacity, and is
a rf, ? "absolutely huge". As
^Pacitv1 f tllC lui contro1 room's
reduced
nians has been
31
nionth'^
during the past
Wash, i0r so '1uve been Geno
Cuttin 11
release CXl. montg
single for
'Haking
"a dcni0 'H Tim Rice,
bcc
oino
c which has since
Cathy ia CqsinS'and
"' new
DJM artist
a S0 on
bennis \\j'at '
I
DIM,
1 he
crnian, from Sweeney;
tinsel
" b V1 c s' Prod 11 c 1 "g
Proic,cs ' 'am
Pay ion's new
0
MV„'
logins; and Bees
Wori-ne^' xv'10 Lave done a lot
Months o n at| !,le s,udk) in past
'heir new album, which

FROM PHONODISC LTD Clyde Works Grove RdRomford Essex RM6 4Q6 01 5907766
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is now near completion.
_
The single by new band O'zo^
abandwi'ha^.—
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•lirnlavfa sinceothers
ii
getting JirpIa
mid-January
^ thc stuciio
working recent!) »
have included Arbre, and
T remcloes.

V

TTII.' MOUNTAIN Studio, m
on
Monltcux, 'fficially opened
70 quests,
iJa, oi with over
f
artists management
1 r
including
artists,
. anci
rceordinKco.nPanyexcC
dini;
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music P .
IU| viewing of
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Where
24 track is the state of the working with producer Elliot
Mazer took them to the US to
STRAWBERRY STUDIOS
record.
.
Stockport. have been making
Strawberry draws much of its
24-track recordings for some time,
work locally, and, as there is no
by dint of track jumping and
desire either to ape or compete
similar feats of electronic juggling,
r
with London studios, Tattersall
but the recent total refit of the
and his engineers are happy to
control room, and installation of a
offer time and advice to many an
28-in, 24-oui desk, has produced
artist or band making their first
sighs of relief and delight all
ever recording.
round.
Martin Lawrence and Tony
While there is a sizeable lobby
Spath are Strawberry's engineers.
among studio managers, engineers
Lawrence is an experienced hand,
and even a few producers which
and Spath is one of the small band
holds that nobody really needs 24
of potential engineers to receive
tracks to make a good recording
f.V
formal training - he is a student
(and some dyed-in-the-wool
reactionaries will mutter that they
on the Tonnemcister course at
Surrey University.
could not sec what was wrong
Spath was delighted to get the
with mono), Strawberry manager
Oj
chance to work at Strawberry
Peter Tattersall argues simply:
"Twenty-four track is the state of
during the past year, and he is
soon due to return to University
the art, and it's great. Eighty per
to complete his course. After that
cent of the recordings we do here
the possibility of his returning to
arc 24-track. Sometimes, like with
\
Strawberry permanently may be
Iflcc recently, we track jump to do
discussed.
more than 24.
Siockport is no backwater, but
"You could be doing something
no metropolis cither. The studio is
with a lot of backing vocals. On
16-track you wouldn't have
in a quite street, Hanked by a
cobbled road and a railway
enough, but with 24 you can give
cutting, with - if one looks
'cm all a track and gel a perfect
mix later.
downhill towards the town centre
4
\v
The Strawberry control room, a
- a church spire nearby which was
nice place as it was, has been
immortalised, flying buttresses and
transformed along instantly
all, on the sleeve of an LP made at
recognisable West lake Audio lines,
the studio. The artist drew the
and there is general agreement thai Strawberry manager Peter Tattersall (left) in the new Westlake-built control room.
steeple with very little alteration
the result is a great improvement
to look like a rocket blasting off,
cosmetically, acoustically,
and, seen across rooftops without
technically and in that elusive
the church itself being visibly
reason to be satisfied.
The whole new set up served its
looking back, admits that the fame
tiling known as atmosphere.
attached to it, the steeple certainly
The close association of of the band did mean, in
The Helios wrap-around desk
apprenticeship in the making of
docs look like a rocket. Yet again,
the latest lOcc album, and, the •Strawberry with lOcc came about Strawberry's early days, that many
was not replaced, but converted to
life imitates art.
because the studio and the band people assumed that the studio was
proof of the pudding being in the
bring it up to 24-track capacity,
The general atmosphere is
grew up together. Tattersall, for the exclusive use of 1 Occ and so
final pressing. Strawberry has good
and monitoring is now Wcstlake.
unprcssured, and the people at
did not try to bbok time there. This
Strawberry like it, maintaining the
might well be a drawback with any
same lack of tension in their work,
studio owned by a big name band
and it is this which has made
or artist.
Strawberry something of a Mecca
However, although Strawberry
for would-be pop performers from
has never particularly sought
all over the North looking for
-.k •
publicity, the idea that the place
somewhere to make a demo,
was solely for lOcc's use was
someone to help them make it,
gradually dispelled. While the
and advice on how to proceed
group dispelled. While the
once they have made it.
their total use of the studio
Strawberry's general policy of
amounts to only about two
offering excellent studio facilities
months
of
the
year.
-J
to local (using the term widely)
A great advantage, as Tattersall
talent and their association with
points out. is that the quality of
Kennedy Street Artists drew to
the band's work is well-known and - them two big money spinners in
admired, and the fact that their
the shape of Syd Lawrence and his
recordings arc made at Strawberry
Orchestra, and the Million Airs,
is also known.
but a solid reputation for quality
The studio not only grew up
work inevitably led to fame, and
with I Occ, it was in a way the
the diary began to contain names
cause of the group being formed.
like Neil Scdaka, Scaffold, Paul
Something over seven years ago
For the answers to
McCartney, and the Bay City
Eric Stewart and Peter Tattersall
these and fifty thousand
Rollers.
became
involved
with
a
small
other leading questions on
The studio is large enough for a
demo
studio
in
Stockport,
and
full orchestra, but not so large
tape and record, turn to
later, through them, Kennedy
that it swamps a four-piece band,
the TAPE AND RECORD
Artists Ltd also became involved,
and there is always work on the
GUIDE. Buying or selling,
m
and decided to enter the studio
books. The possibility of
there's nothing more upbusiness properly.
extending the premises to include
to-date or comprehensive,
The studio was re-established in
a second studio has not been given
in both POPULAR and
its present premises, and facilities
very grave consideration. "You've
CLASSICAL editions... with
were improved annually, four fourgot to be sensible about it. This
to eight-, to 16-track, and now to
substantial discounts for
isn't London, and the limes we
24-track, under the joint
bulk orders.
really need two studios are few",
ownership ol Eric Stewart and
says Tattersall. "We might add a
To order copies:
Graham Gouldman of lOcc, Peter
another remix room, but we prefer
fill in and post coupon to
Tattersall, former Moody Blue
to put all our capital into having
Tape Guide Sales, 25 Crown
Justin Hayward, and Kennedy
one studio, with magnificent
Artists.
Street, Kettering, Northants,
facilities". Strawberry has looked
The close association with the
NN16 8QU.
at the question of computerised
last named, and its sister
mixing, but "all we've done so far
POPULAR: Single copy sales
publishing company, St Ann's
is look" Northerners don't rush
Music, means that artists,
75p -f 15p P&P; 1-15 75p each.
into things and Tattersall wants to
particularly those new to the
16-99 60p each, 100+ 55p each
see how the technique develops
business, can get pretty
bclorc parting with cash for new
CLASSICAL: Single copy sales
comprehensive coverage of most
items of equipment.
65p + 15p P&P; 1-15 65p each,
aspects of it under one roof.
Since (he control room refit,
16-99 60p each, 100+ 55p each
Another band associated with
Tattersall cannot be kept off that
Strawberry is Barclay James
topic for long. He is delighted
Dealers - the perfect guide for
Harvest, which had been around in
with it. "It's incredible, and it
customerreference and overthe Manchester area for some time
lives up to all expectations. The
before going to Kennedy Artists,
the-counter sales!
sound in here was good, but it has
and through that to Strawberry, to
improved - it's very tight, punchy,
record an album. Later their
and the atmosphere is great."
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BLACK SABBATH
Album-NEL 6002
Cassette-NET 6002
Cartridge-NED 6002

PARANOID
Album-NEL 6003
Cassette - NET 6003
Cartridge - NED 6003

MASTER OF REALITY
Album-NEL 6004
Cassette - NET 6004
Cartridge - NED 6004

VOL 4
Album-NEL6005
Cassette - NET 6005
Cartridge - NED 6005

Availablefrom CBS Record Order Department CBSRecords BarlbyRoad W.10 01960 2155

1
SABBATH BLOODY
SABBATH
Album - WWA 005
Cassette -WWC 005
Cartridge - WWTC 005

S,

mm

SABOTAGE
Album-9119 001
Cassette-7246 001
Cartridge-7748 001

AVAILABLEFROM PHONODISC LTD Clyde Works Grove RdRomford Essex RM64Q6 01 590 7766
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Ciuntry
THAT FAMILIAR car-hire adage
could well fit MCA Records'
present day country music
marketing policy in Britain.
Perhaps MCA doesn't possess the
largest catalogue of releases hut. in
the light of recent activities, the
company has constantly shown
itself to be trying harder.
The faith in the music is well
borne out by the label's UK
manager, Polcr Robinson. During
the past year the catalogue has
expanded with new releases on a
regular monthly basis - on both
the full-priced and mid-priced
Coral labels - and the policy
continues with an impressive
collection of albums scheduled for
the immediate future. The releases
include British pressings of current
Stateside albums as well as special
UK compilations with 14, or
more, tracks.
"Our country music catalogue
is founded on such well known
artists as Conway Twitty, Lorclta
Lynn. Bill Anderson and the late
Patsy Clinc" explained Robinson.
"There arc also the artists who
have never had records released in
Britain before, and our policy to
alternate albums by the established
names with product from the
newcomers who possess the
greatest potential towards the
British market. In recent months
we've had the first releases, both
special compilations, from Cal
Smith and Jeanne Pructt - and I
feel that they're both fast
establisliing themselves with the
British country fans."
Another newcomer is Tanya
Tucker, although MCA's policy is
not to treat her strictly as a
country act.
"Tanya's potential lies with
both the pop and the country
markets, and 1 think that's already
been proven through the
considerable attention she
collected from the media when she
was here on a promotional visit
last October. We'll be releasing a
new album and single in February
and, although our policy is to try
and release records as near as
possible to the original American
dates, we've deliberately held back
on these so that they could
coincide with her debut British
concert engagements in March."
The new Tanya Tucker album
- her second for MCA - is titled
Lovin' And Learnin' and the
single, taken from the album, is
Don't Believe My Heart Could
Stand Another You.
To date the 20-track Palsy
Clinc Story, a selection of the late
artist's most memorable titles, and

the

faith
EDITED
by
TONYBYWORTH
the Loretta Lynn - Conway
Twitty Coral release Never Ending
Song Of Love have proved the
company's biggest selling country
releases, and their success backs
Peter Robinson's judgement in
releasing country albums.
"Of course I don't always
believe that an artist's name will
always sell albums - it all depends
upon the artist" he adds. "A great
many albums arc sold on the
songs. People don't necessarily buy
country and not everyone reads
the trade papers or the specialist
magazines. We have, therefore, put
together a number of compilations
which feature the titles as the
main selling point, and these have
turned out very successful."
Among the forthcoming albums
from MCA arc Cal Smith's Cal's
Country, Bill Anderson's My
Elusive Dreams and Loretta Lynn's
Country Roads, all UK
compilations scheduled for
February, while, during the
March/April period, there will be
Best Of albums from Conway
Twitty, Kilty Wells and Jack
Greene.
Robinson firmly believes in
meeting the demands of the
country market and is quite happy
about the import situation, a
viewpoint not necessarily . shared
by all his counterparts in other
companies.
"I take the view that we can
only issue a certain amount of
albums and, obviously, we arc
going for those with the greatest
commercial possibilities. At the
same time I realize that most U.S.
country acts do possess a British
following, however small, and
those needs arc met by the
importation of American albums."
Away from the album market.
Robinson has also been testing the
ground with a regular scheduling
of country singles.
"We can't follow the U.S.
releases blindly, but a number of
them could break with the British
public, I strongly believe in Cal
Smith and we've just released The
Ghost Of Jim Bob Wilson because
we feel it can get plays, it's
intriguing in style and it's modern.
Another new release was The
Blindman In The Bleachers by
Kenny Starr, whose never had a
release here before."

Transatlantic taps British talent
Pete Willshcr
developed his
something fresh to offer"
offer.' said
TRANSATLANTIC IS currently
somclhinc
Pete
Willshcr has
has develo
own style, and is complementing
Gold, "but, in terms of the
making its own stand in the
his work with original, self-penned
industry, it's still relatively
country music stakes and.
material. There arc many creative
undiscovered. The British country
reversing the usual line of
people around Albert Lee, who
music scene is still a young scene
operations adopted by most
may not always work in strick
but, if given the emphasis that s
recording companies, is making its
country circles but always wants
bids by investing in British talent.
placed on other musical forms, it
to whenever given the chance, and
will grow and mature."
Ironically the man heading the
Richard Thompson who is very
In recent months Transatlantic much
project is an American, producer
into country and has written
has released three albums which some brilliant
Ritchie Gold.
songs."
iiave cut across the spectrum of
"The talent is here and has
Among the forthcoming
country music. The acts involved
productions
release on
arc country-rock outfit the Jonny Transatlantic is for
a
proposed
soft
Young Band; blucgrass and country-rock album by Scottish
Whitman
old-limey duo Pete Stanley and singer Mac McKcnna, and the third
Roger Knowlcs; and cabaret styled
UK toyr
group Pete Savers & The Grand album by Pete Stanley and Roger
SLIM WHITMAN returns to OIc Opry Roadshow. All albums Knowlcs. "Pete and Roger arc
Britain next month for a have been made available on the re-creating traditional U.S. music
seven-week tour of concerts mid-priced Xtra label. "It's a but they're always free to
themselves. They arc very much a
promoted by Mcrvyn Conn
budget line and ideal for selling at
Organisation. Whitman last toured
gigs, but in no way docs the price prestige act and I would always
want them on the label even if
here in Autumn 1974 and, at that
overlook quality," added Gold.
time, found a Top Twenty placing
Ritchie Gold firmly believes in quality outweighed sales."
As to the future Gold feels that
with his single Happy Anniversary.
the British acts but feels that
To coincide with his forthcoming many of those that have got into British country music will
visit United Artists has released a
the recording studios have been let continue to gather momentum,
with the main strength being from
20-(rack compilation album titled
down by poor productions.
The Very Best of Slim Whitman
"I think that happens in the the acts are local.
"Often I feel like I'm an
(UAS 29898).
majority of cases. Country music
In support on the lour wall be
must be given the same amount of outsider" he explained, "but
recent CBS signing Wayne Nutt, a
care, time and effort as any other you've got to promote local acts
Texas oil rigger working on the
music. When I'm in the studios I because they're always around.
North Sea sites. Apart from
treat all albums equally, whether You've got to a natural selling
concerts in Scotland, this will be
they be country, folk, pop or point but all too frequently the
Null's first round of public jazz."
local artists are overlooked in
preference to the U.S. acts.
engagements. Oil Field Man, his
"Britain certainly possess the
"Country music still has to be
debut album release which features
talent to create originality. The
nine of his original songs, has just
Jonny Young Band don't try to considered a limited market, but if
been released on Epic Records
carbon copy the U.S. sound, and an act has good management and a
(EPC 69232).
Jonny Young doesn't sing with an full gig sheet then I would hesitate
The dales for the tour arc:
American accent. Steel guitarist in signing them."
Fairficld Halls, Croydon (February
5); Congress Theatre, Eastbourne
(6); Gaumont, Southampton (7);
Theatre Royal. Norwich (8); ABC,
Top Country albums
Peterborough (12); Gaumont,
Ipswich (13 & 14); Theatre Royal,
1 40 GOLDEN GR EATS, Jim Reeves, Arcade ADEP 16
Nottingham (15). Davenport
2 DREAMING MY DREAMS, Waylon Jennings, RCA LSA 3247
Theatre, Stockport (18): ABC.
3 YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND, Don Williams, ABC ABCL 5127
Hull (19); City Hall, Sheffield
4 TANYA TUCKER'S GREATEST HITS, Tanya Tucker, Embassy
(20); Empire Theatre, Liverpool
EMB31180
(21); Coventry Theatre (22);
5 RHINESTONE COWBOY. Glen Campbell, Capitol E-ST 11430
Leisure Centre, Gloucester (46):
6 Bl LLIE JO, Billie Jo Spears, United Artists UAS 29897
Odeon, Taunton (27); ABC,
7 CHARLEY, Charley Pride, RCA LSA 3246
Plymouth (28); Colston Hall,
8 DON WILLIAMS GREATEST HITS, Vol. 1, Don Williams, ABC
Bristol (29).
ABCL 5147
City Hall, Newcastle (March 3);
9 SAMPLE CHARLEY PRIDE, Charley Pride, RCA SAS 1005
Music Hall, Aberdeen (4); Caird
10 STAND BY YOUR MAN, Tammy Wynette, Epic 69141
Hall, Dundee (5); Apollo Centre,
11 GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS, Glen Campbell, Capitol
Glasgow (6); Usher Hall,
ST 21885
Edinburgh (7); Odeon. Chclmsford
12 BLANKET ON THE GROUND, Billie Joe Spears, United Artists
(10); Central Hall, Chatham (11);
UAS 29886
Dome. Brighton (12); Winter
13 INTRODUCING CAL SMITH, Cal Smith, MCA MCF 2714
Gardens, Bournemouth (13); New
14 BEST OF DOLLY PARTON Vol. 2. Dolly Parton, RCA LSA 3236
Theatre, Oxford (14); Civic Hall,
15 MORE COUNTRY MATTERS, Various Artists, CBS 22005
Wolvcrhampton (15); Southport
Theatre (18); ABC, Chester (19).
TOP IMPORT ALBUMS
1 RED HEADED STRANGER, Willie Nelson, Columbia KC 33482
Gaumont, Hanlcy (20); London
2 STEEL RIDES, Lloyd Green, Monument KZ 33368
Palladium (21).
3 STEEL GUITAR, Buddy Emmons, Flying Fish 005
In addition to his tour
4 COWBOYS AND DADDIES, Bobby Bare. RCA APL1-1222
appearances, Whitman will record
5 BLACK BEAR ROAD, C. W. McCall, MGM MSG 5008
an appearance on BBC-TV new
Solo Performers series and four
Information supplied by the Country Music Association (Great Britain)
spots for Yorkshire Television's
based on sales in specialist Country Music Shops in the UK. While the
Stars On Sunday. He will also be a
above albums are consistent sellers in all shops, it should be noted that
guest on Pete Murray's Open
many artists register above-average sales in specific areas which may not
House on February 3.
be reflected in the CMA (GB) Chart.
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"Bohemian Rhapsody"
Queen

"In Dulce Jubilov
Mike Oldfield

New Releases

TV Credits

i
r
TV Director; Bruce Gowers

m

of Mighty Movies

-■ ■

Facilities:
Trilion Video Ltd.

'7y
lv
"A trick of the tail
Genesis
Release date: 20.2.76

Great TV promos tadp you

t® get toNo.l...and stay there

nwjSSSSStSI

Contact: Antony Payne439-4177or Roy Garner 734-6691
Street, London W. I ■
Trilion Video Ltd., 36-44 Brewer
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A
ARIZONA
D
T
AXTRESS
BACH MAN TURNER
OVERDRIVE
A
BALLARD. Russ
S
BENTON. Brook
B
BILK, Acker & His Clarinet T&
Strings....
CENTRAL PARK
L
CHARLEY
F
CHEQUERS
H
DAVIS, Billie
A
DEAN, Mel...
C
DENVER, John..
F
DISCO BROTHERS
L
DOHERTY. Denny
Y
DOLAN. Joe
B
EDELMAN. Randy
C
5000 VOLTS
B
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C
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Y
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O
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C
KERR, Richard
S
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L
MASON, Dave
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MITCHELL, Grover
W
NEAL, Chris
M
PALMER. Robert..
G
PRICE. Alan
G
DISTRIBUTORS CODE
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Taylor, I — Island, L — Lugtons, R
— RCA, S — Selecta, X — Clyde
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CONCRETE AND CLAY, Bring
The Baby In With The Bacon,
RANDY EDELMAN. 20th
Century BTC 4261 (A)

GOODNIGHT IRENE. Spanish
Harlum. ALAN PRICE. Polydor
2058.682 (F)

COUNTRY JOE, MICKEY FINN,
Down On The Farm, MEL
DEAN DJM DJS 636 (A)
LISTS i®S
A
ALL I NEED, One Less Morning,
ANACOSTIA. CBS 3742 (CW)
ANYWAY THAT YOU WANT ME,
I've Been Lvin' Someone Else,
BILLIE DAVIS. United Artists
UP 36058 (E)
AWAY FROM HOME, Down To
The Line, BACHMAN
TURNER OVERDRIVE.
Mercury 6167 320 (F)

BARTENDER, Taxi, BROOK
BENTON. Philips 6146 312 (F)
BOOGIE MAMA, Crazy Woman.
JOE DOLAN. Pye Popular 7N
45562 (A)
BYE LOVE, Look Out I'm Coming,
5000 VOLTS. Philips 6006 501
(F)

CAROLINA MOON, Now Is The
Hour, KEELEY FORD. EMI
2382 (E)

CRYING, WAITING AND
HOPING, Save Your Love,
DAVE MASON. CBS 3893
(CW)
CHOO CHOO CH'BOOGIE, I Want
You To Be My Baby, LOUIS
JORDAN. MCA 228 (E)

H
HARD TIMES OF OLD
ENGLAND, Cadgwith Anthem.
STEELEYE SPAN. Chrysalis
CHS 2085 (I)
HEY MISS PAYNE, Hey Miss
Payne (Disco), THE
CHEQUERS. Creole CR 116
(ECR)

DANCE IF YOU WANNA DANCE,
Think About The Other One,
ARIZONA. RCA 2642 (R)
I AIN'T NO HERO, What I Am To
You, LEE AND MARIE
GRANT. Pye Popular 7N
45561 (A)

FIRST CLASS TRAVELLER, TV
Dream, CHARLEY. Polydor
2058.683 (F)

I GOT MY LADY, Your Mine
Tonight, JOHN HOWARD. CBS
3876 (CW)

M
MY TOWN. St. Montz, CHRIS
NEAL. Polydor 2121.272 (F)
MR JAWS, Irv's Theme, DICKIE
GOODMAN. Private Stock PVT
44 (E)
O
ONCE IN A WHILE. Send In The
Clowns. JACK JONES. RCA
2647 (R)

FLY AWAY, Two Shots, JOHN
DENVER. RCA 2646 (R)

GIVE ME AN INCH, Pressure
Drop, ROBERT PALMER.
Island WIP 6272 (I)

LET ME MAKE YOU A WOMAN,
I'm Hooked On You, LOVING
INFLUENCE. Penny Farthing
PEN 907 (A)
LET'S CALL IT QUITS. When The
Chips Are Down, SLADE.
Polydor 2058.690 (F)
LET'S GO TO. THE DISCO,
Everybody Dance, THE DISCO
BROTHERS. United Artists UP
36057(E)
LOVE THE WAY YOU LOVE, Not
Like You, CENTRAL PARK.
GTO GT 49 (F)
LOVE FIRE, Your Lips Are Close,
JIGSAW. Splash CP 3 (E)
LOVE FOR HIRE, Islands,
RICHARD HEWSON
ORCHESTRA. Splash CP 2 (E)

JESSICA, Waisted Words, THE
ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND.
Capricorn 2089.020 (F)

POSER, Things You Do To Me.
FRENZY. DJM DJS 633 (A)
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Producer: Creed Taylor. Grover is
now the acknowledged leader in
the soul-jazz stakes, with his
saxophone-led stylings offering
appeal for record buyers
across-the-board. Like George
Benson, it will only take the right
single to break him into mass
acceptance. Meanwhile, he
continues to bring out imaginative
and brilliantly-executed sets like
this, offering atmospheric cuts like
The Sea Lion (Bob James'
arrangement
must take credit here)
a
nd hypnotic funk-filled items like
Hydra. There is some fine guitar
work
from Eric Gale, too. Stock
ln
soul and jazz and feel so good
^sales pile up.
BO HANSSON
Attic Thoughts. Charisma CAS
^3. Producers: Anders Lind and
Bo
Hansson. Without ever
achieving runaway success, Bo
sHansson has enjoyed favourable
alcs with his previous Charisma
albums, Music Inspired By Lord of
the Rings, and Magician's Hat —
an
d this third album should do as
well. Hansson's skill at the
key-board is well demonstrated
here and the overall impression of
the
LP is that a lot of care has
t0ne into its preparation. The
JJ^sic is an acquired taste maybe,
u
t for late-night listening its great
and despite the lack of personal
appearances by Hansson. it should
stjU sell well.
BAG-O-Wire
?aS-0-Wire - Klik KLP 9007.
ran C
. S- Crooks- An cthnic
th/ . Bering from this, one of
lncrcas n
ind
number
of small
Ihi^Hdcntt Plabels
specialising
in
ype 0 mus c
unin f0rm '
' - The sleeve is
U,
a,tivc about the band or
con Procluction. The album is a
thoT11!0" obs'Hstrumentals which
rcnetf,in their
"tivcness tinate
of rhythm
arc

Dougherty - but, at present, sales
seem likely to stretch to only a
limited market.

SLIM WHITMAN
The Very Best Of Slim Whitman.
United Artists UAS 29898. Very
well assembled collection ol some
of Slim Whitman's most notable
recordings, moving from newer
versions of his biggest oldies Rose
Marie and China Doll right up to
date with his 1974 char entry
Happy Anniversary. Although
primarily a country artist.
Whitman'ss appeal lies with all
manner of audiences and his
material is equally diversified. Tl e
generous 20 tracks, ~"'bined "lth
ircavv tv advertising and uaran
a scll-om.
seven week UK tour. '^
^
to make
tO
MiaiKk. this— release a most
successful best seller.
hz sr*
\nr\ 5SI58. Producer: Huey i •
Me^. Al.hou^,rtiir~
gold d'5" xr^es |,.re(idy fender
States, T ■ iblish himself with
has yet to
..ifhouuh. through
Blitish b
T?'
ue
has gathered
country pla>s,
niarkcl'sa
small foUowmg with tha.^
buyers.
A
,^,1 aBC album
b <kl>
Y ks'^rdro.nAoCen..ance
release,
is harci > versions
his ri"'',u'at'°"e and How Much Is
ol Secret L
Window,
™ Doo^lf in Spanish, is not
performed half' i much wlth
going 10 111 4 Among the
country enthlastSerAi ^
other offenng
Teardrops In
country version 01
jun.rock
MV 4ear' t0 Wliat'd ■ Say.
""'OU"? a, cm
curiousity piece,
bu
Certainly
stateside
more befitting the
market.

W
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6006 502
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SEAGULL. You've Gotta Make
The Changes, "RAINBOW
COTTAGE. Penny Farthing
PEN 906 (A)
SINCE VOU BEEN GONE, Venus
(Shine Your Light), RUSS
BALLARD. Epic EPC 3925
(CW)

STARRIDER TO NOWHERE.
Sally Came To Say, LABI
SIFFRE. EMI.2394 (E)
SWAY/FORGET HIM, BOBBY
RYDELL. London HLU 10156
(S)

31

CONCRETE AND CLAY, Bring
The Baby In With The Bacon,
RANDY EDELMAN. 20th
Century BTC4261 (A)

w
WE GONNA MAKE IT, High Blood
Pressure, ROGER HATCHER.
Mint CHEW 5 (S)

CRYING, WAITING AND
HOPING, Save Your Love,
DAVE MASON. CBS 3893
(CW)
CHOO CHOO CH'BOOGIE, I Want
You To Be My Baby, LOUIS
JORDAN. MCA 228 (E)

YOU'LL NEVER KNOW, Lay Me
Down, DENNY DOHERTY.
Ember EMBS346 (A)

U
USE YOUR IMAGINATION, Do It
Right, KOKOMO. CBS 3917
(r.wi

HEY MISS PAYNE, Hey Miss
Payne (Disco), THE
CHEQUERS. Creole CR 116
(ECR)

DANCE IF YOU WANNA DANCE.
Think About The Other One,
ARIZONA. RCA 2642 (R)
I AIN'T NO HERO, What I Am To
You, LEE AND MARIE
GRANT Pye Popular 7N
45561 (A)

Singles issued by major
manufactures for week ending 30th
January, 1 976.
This This
Week Month
EMI
3 (14) 24 (31)
Decca
2 (3) 8 (8)
Pye
8 (8) 16 (28)
Polydor 6 (6) 13 (16)
CBS
6 (6) 1 5 (20)
Phonogram 4 (3) 8 O)
RCA
2 (6) 9 (18)
WEA
- (5) 7 (10)
Others
7(19) 37 (69)
39 (70) 1 37 (209)
Total

= IRST CLASS TRAVELLER. TV
This
Dream, CHARLEY. Polydor
Year
2058.683 (F)
24 (31) FLY AWAY, Two Shots, JOHN
8 (8)
DENVER. RCA 2646 (R)
16 (28)
13 (16)
15 (20)
8 (9)
9 (18)
7 (10)
37 (69) GIVE ME AN INCH, Pressure
137 (209)
Drop, ROBERT PALMER
Island WIP 6272 (I)

I GOT MY LADY. Your Mine
Tonight. JOHN HOWARD. CBS
3876(CW)

1

JESSICA, Waisted Words, THE
ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND.
Capricorn 2089.020 (F)

current overstocks from 80p
Write to;

m

MliLMSi
MECffliCi.

TO DEALERS EVERYWHERE
We can now present you with the plain and simple facts
and these are . . .
LIGHTNING RECORDS give up to 35% off for the Top
100 LP's, all the new releases, all basic stock LP's.
In fact ... up to 35% off all that you would want to
sell.
LIGHTNING RECORDS give you a selection of singles
2nd to none from our own catalogue of over 2,500
titles.
LIGHTNING RECORDS can supply you with all the
latest singles, cassettes and cartridges at up to 35% off.
WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF TV ALBUMS
in fact . . . WHAT YOU WANT WE CAN SUPPLY!!
As a further convenience to all our customers we will be
open Saturday 10am-4pm and every SUNDAY between
the hours of 10am-2pm.
For further details write or call; Alan Davison, Lightning
Records, 841 Harrow Road, Harlesden, London. NW10
5NH.
Tel: 01-969 5255/6/7/8
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MY TOWN. St. Moritz, CHRIS
NEAL. Polydor 2121.272 (F)
MR JAWS, Irv's Theme, DICKIE
GOODMAN. Private Stock PVT
44 (E)

POSER, Things You Do To Me,
FRENZY. DJM DJS 633 (A)

mim iooc
Pi@M©¥i©NS

Deletions from 35p
1

Wholesale
G & M Limited (Tapes and
Records): —
now supply at trade prices,
records and tapes etc., v/lth
a maximum handling charge
of 50p. Supplied anywhere
in GB. For further details
why not ring: —
01-986 5816

Ml

ONCE IN A WHILE, Send In TheClowns, JACK JONES. RCA
2647 (R)

13 pages of profit earning albums

DISCS

d

LET ME MAKE YOU A WOMAN,
I'm Hooked On You, LOVING
INFLUENCE. Penny Farthing
PEN 907 (A)
LET'S CALL IT QUITS, When The
Chips Are Down, SLADE.
Polydor 2058.690 (F)
LET'S GO TO. THE DISCO,
Everybody Dance, THE DISCO
BROTHERS. United Artists UP
36057(E)
LOVE THE WAY YOU LOVE, Not
Like You, CENTRAL PARK.
GTO GT 49 (F)
LOVE FIRE, Your Lips Are Close,
JIGSAW. Splash CP 3 (E)
LOVE FOR HIRE, Islands,
RICHARD HEWSON
ORCHESTRA. Splash CP 2 (E)

New lists now available

MARKET PLACE

[

H
HARD TIMES OF OLD
ENGLAND. Cadgwith Anthem,
STEELEYE SPAN. Chrysalis
CHS 2085 (I)

YOUR MAGIC PUT A SPELL ON
ME, Magic Spell Music, L. J.
JOHNSON. Philips 6006 492 (F)

TOTAL ISSUED
THE HOMECOMING, Crazy
Serenade, ACKER BILK & HIS
CLARINET .& -STRINGS. Pye
Popular 7N 45573 (A)
THEY'VE B.ROKEN MY
TRICYCLE. Times Gone By,
AXTRESS. EMI Top 6 (E)

GOODNIGHT IRENE. Spanish
Harlum, ALAN PRICE. Polydor
2058.682 (F)

COUNTRY JOE, MICKEY FINN.
Down On The Farm, MEL
DEAN. DJM DJS 636 (A)

WHAT HURTS, Super Hero's,
G ROVER MITCHELL
Vanguard VS 5003 (A)

SLEEP WALKIN', Babelon,
GOLDEN EARRING. Poiydor
2001.626 (F)
SOMEWHERE IN THE NIGHT, In
The End, RICHARD KERR.
Epic EPC

MM.

S. GOLD & SONS
WHOL.ESALE
To all Record and Tape retailers — we can supply anywhere in Groat Britain at
strict trade terms, plus small
handling charge. For further
details: Ring 01-550 29»8.

115 Gunnersbury Lane, Acton Town,
LONDON. W3 8HQ.
or
MIDLAND
RECORD CO.,
LINCOLN
HOUSE, MAIN STREET, SHENSTONE, Nr.
LICHFIELD, STAFFS. WS14 0NF.

SOULSCENE
THE MIDLAND'S LEADING OLDIES
SINGLES WHOLESALER
REGGAE: Boxes of 100 different Reggae - excess
Trojan stock. All leading artists. Only £5 a box + VAT.
BRAND NEW EX CHART SINGLES: Boxes of 100
assorted 50 different — 2 copies of each. All made
Music Week Top 50. 1 Box £12. 2 Boxes £22. 5 Boxes
£50 + VAT.
Or send s.a.e. for List Cash with Order or 76p extra for
c.o.d.
SOULSCENE
6/8 Stafford Street, St. Georges, Telford,
Shropshire TF2 9JQ
Telephone: Telford (0952) 617625
Callers welcome 9 to 5 Monday-Friday
MORE MARKET PLACE ON PAGE 38
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INTRODUCED BY ROGER SCOTT
"It Should Have Been Me"T AM LA MOTOWN/MTG 1013
Single from the album "The Bitch Is Black"STML 12008
YVONNE FAIR
"Grow Some Funk Of Your Own"
DJM/DJS 629
Single for the album "Rock Of The Westies"DJLPH 464
ELTON JOHN
"Use Your Imagination"
CBS/SCBS 3917
Single from the album "Rise & Shine'
S 69229
KOKOMO
"Dat"
OPAL/PAL 5
PLUTO SHEVINGTON
"(If Paradise Is) Half As Nice"
ii
103
Single from the album "The Return Ofimediate/IMS
The Magnificent
7"
IML
1004
AMEN CORNER
"Sunday Sunrise"
C A PIT O L/C L 15843
ANNE MURRAY
"Shaking All Over"
THUNDERBIRD/THE
104
Single from the album Fallen Heroes"
SHANGHAI
"Rubber Band"
BUDDAH/BDS 440
THE TRAMMPS
"Poser"
DJM/DJS 633
FRENZY
"Sweet Love"
TAMLA
MOTOWN/TMG
1018
Single from the album Moving On"
STML 12011
THE COMMODORES
"Theme From Jaws"
MCA/MCA 220
Single from the album 'Jaws'
MCF 2716
JOHN WILLIAMS
"Listen To The Buddah"
DJM/DJS
628
OZO
"Crying, Waiting, Hoping"
CBS/SCBS
3893
Single from the album "Spilt Coconut'
S 69163
DAVE MASON
"Reggae — Soul and Rock 'N' Roll'
PYE/7N
45552
JOHNNY WAKELIN
"Quiet Storm"
TAMLA
MO
TO
WN/TMG
1019
Single from the album "A Quiet Storm
STML 1 1 28b
SMOKEY ROBINSON
"Let's Call It Quits"
POLY DOR/2 05 8 690
SLADE
"Don't Hang Up"
Track from the album "How Dare You" MERCURY/—
9102 501
10C.C.
Telephone: 01-487-5715/6/7
24 Baker St., London W1
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Billboard is spigMingtl* UK music indus

with a special supptement in its March 13th

The provisional editorial schedule for this special emphasis issue is as follows
promotion media such as the pop press, BBC
and commercial radio, discotheques, in-store
^ Devolution
the recordjnd^stry _
operations, posters, T-shirts, national/
incorporating the
Boyce (Wales). Billy
provincial newspapers and cinemas.
iOCC (Manchester).
,.
Connolly
and he B yMax Boy^e^ (Scot|and
^
a
an
6 The Harold Davison story
the spread ch,pp
of recor v
and Cornwall. and
7 Charts - the BMRB way.
Rockfield.
' jL.ccess of regional radio
the emergence a
p|Us the bourgeoning
8 Tomorrow's talent today - spotlight on the
stations such as
emerging British groups.
Scottish record business.
2 The new wave of British pubhshers.
0 The US in the UK - how are the American
companies doing.
3 BeLe-the British sound ofblacKmusrc.
iO M0R ~ or ,ess- How is the easy ,istenin9 market
doing (built around 40 years success story of
4 How the UK record industry is fighting
Joe Loss with EMI).
1^"°" ^6-a round-up o,contemporary
5 promotion
To booK space ring Nevi.Skrimsh ire or Steve Rovve on 01-437 8090
.

n/VTF -FEBRUARY 20th
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collection
of extracts from
in country and adding the
genuine touches of western motor accident claim s forms.
The evening drew to a
swing.
The band works well close with a version of the
because they've filled their Eric Idle monologue, and
act with variety. Familiar much though the audience
material takes a place loved it. it would have been
alongside cull songs like so much more enjoyable to
Seeds And Stems and Lost In have left the theatre with the
The O/.onc, and they've final memory being one of
glorified the trucking business Carroll's own songs.
DAVID LONGMAN
with Mama Mated Diesels as
well as using a well tried
selection of country truck
driving songs. And then,
when it's all over and the Country Joe
crowds are yelling for a
second cncorc. the band
comes back and offer IVfcDonaiil
something entirely fresh with THERE IS an amazing high
a humorous barber shop standard among visiting
sextet styled version of Bo American bands. They come
Diddley. Commander Cody & to our shores with better
The Lost Planet Airmen's instruments and better
success flourishes on such equipment: they invariably
originality.
play strong melody with
TONY BYWORTH superior arrangements and
have a greater instrumental
skill. Country Joe McDonald,
Jaspeir
although he is now almost a
resident in Britain, is no
Carratl
exception. His concert at the
THF LONDON Palladium was New Victoria was as
a new type of venue for enjoyable for his new
Jasper Carrott, DJM's answer material as for him more
to the departure of Elton established numbers and a
John from the label. Despite large audience went home
any worries that he may have happy and satisfied.
Joe McDonald has never
had, Carrott performed with
a degree of confidence that achieved the recognition he
would have surprised even his deserves in the UK, but
most ardent fan. With the nevertheless has a strong
help of his friend Chris following and his music is so
Rohmann (who wrote Funky- varied that almost any music
Moped), he proved that he lover could drop into one of
isn't just a back street his concerts or buy one of his
records and derive some
Birmingham comedian.
Much of the material for enjoyment from it
An uncharismalic figure,
the show was derived from
the ablum Rabbitts On And now beginning to put on ,
On . . . though now Carrott is weight. McDonald leads his
covering a more diverse band in the traditional
audience with his nationwide manner from centre stage
tour, he has dreamt up some strumming an acoustic guitar
new and funnier sketches. into a microphone. He uses
Unlike his album, the piano, lead guitar and rhythm
material at the Palladium section to good effect. There
used musical backing from is nothing remarkable about
Rohmann and two guitarists. his vocal abilities, but his
As a comedian, Carroll words are ot a slightly higher
relics quite heavily on standard than most and in
audience participation for many ways, although he has
much of the effect, and even advanced musically, he still
the somewhat sterile has his feet planted in his
atmosphere at the Palladium jug-band country-folk drugs
didn't prevent the audience and protest days ol the
from responding to the mid-Sixties.
After many years with
different jibes.
In his own way, Carroll Vanguard, he now has a new
completely destroyed songs album out on Fantasy and is
like the Twelve Days of planning something ol a
Christmas, by turning them in revival by The Fish when he
to pub songs with lines such and Barry Mellon get
as 'six black and tans, five together to record an album
double diamonds.' The under the old name later this
packed house even responded year. Meanwhile his concerts
to a song based on certainly miss Melton who
was a considerable power in
spoonerisms, Bastity Chelt.
The high point of the the original band, but the
evening was Carroll's guitar work of John Blakelcy
forthcoming single, The combined with Tod Ashtord's
Football Supporter's Song, piano work well enough to
though the B side looks to be compensate.
RFX ANDFRSON
almost a funny, being a
a
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POSfiTiOMS

PICKWICK INTERNATIONAL
urgently require
WAREHOUSE CONTROLLER
Able to take charge of section handling, receipt of
goods, making-up of orders, paperwork etc.
Experience and good references essential. Age 25-40
Salary around £2500 negotiable.
Apply. Personnel Manager, Pickwick International INC.
(GB) Ltd., The Hyde Industrial Estate, The Hyde,
London NW9 6JU. Telephone. 01-205 5456.

Showcx will help you promote
a successful gig. We'll erect
stages, speaker and lighting
lowers, seating and crowd
barriers Our experience with
local authority liaison and
procedures ensures the
minimum of hassle. Our
nationwide set-up gives
you on- thc-spot service
and our confidential
procedure eliminates
publicity hong-ups.
No job is too big or too
small, so before you start
planning give us a call
Showex

[[equipwiewtI
FIELD
PROMOTION
BASED IN LONDON
An excellent opportunity exists in the above area for a
hard-working, enthusiastic individual with a sound
knowledge of the current music scene.
The successful applicant will be likeable, intelligent,
able to mix well with D.j.'s,producers and artists and
be prepared to travel extensively throughout the
Southern Area of England. Send resume'of your
career to:
The Promotion Manager,
Chrysalis Records,
388/396 Oxford Street,
'' London, W.I.

FOR SALE
ex-juke
box
records
— sample
200 (mm)
£26. (500/1000 £12.50 per
100) All recent extracts
from boxes. Regular supplies
available.
_^^^
BLACK RECORDADAPTORS
£1.00 per gross—5 g/o"
£4 50. 7" WHITE RECORD
SLEEVES. (500 min. £4.00)
£7.50 per 1,000 P&P, VAT
included— C.W.O. or C.O.D.
to; KENNEDY'S, "The
Glebe", 6 Church Lane,
Outwood. Nr. Wakefield,
WF1 2JT, Yorks. Tel: Leeds
35604 or Wakefield 822650.
S/H TRACK Display Racks 2
wall mounting - £10.00
each. Floor standing £15.00
each. Telephone 01-445
2251.

Qsyijssfc
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ANNOUWEMENTS

Envnmtmn

®
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€<s>eMmE F®rS®
Stephen Goldberg and D-ido{ ^^."Lldbe^-'d
announce the recent move o
nuke Street
Company, Chartered Accountants, to 65 Duke Street,
Mayfair, London W1M5DH.
To celebrate our move we cordial'y ^^
party
friends and associates to an informal office warming party
on Friday the 6 February at 6.00 p.m.
. o pphruarv to Marilyn or
RSVP if possible by Monday
Cheryl Tel: 01-408 1234

liB
Billboard Group Publication
:arnabv Street L^xJonWlV IPG
T-a37S090
lex: No. 262100 {Billboard London)

ATHY BURNS
EMPLOYMENT
We specialise in female jobs in
the Music Business. Please
contact us if you need a job or
if you have any staff problems temporary or permanent.
Telephone: 01-937 8807
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Cody
THF MOST immediately
noticeable aspect of
Commander Cody & The
Lost Planet Airmen's stage
act is that they're masters of
numerous musical diversions.
At the Hammersmith Odcon
the 9 piece outfit made their
kind of musical excitement
happen for a worthy 135
minutes with a performance
that clearly established them
as a dynamic boogie-woogie,
rock 'n' roll, country' band
with many other musical
undertones.
At first the response from
the theatre's capacity
audience was cool and it
seemed that Cody and his
Airmen, away from the more
intimate club settings, would
have to work harder in
arousing reactions. But the
group's enthusiasm is
infectious and. even before a
seated audience, their free
ranging sounds and distinctive
brand of material soon comes
across.
Commander Cody & The
Lost Planet Airmen succeed
because they're a band of
personalities, each standing
up on their own account but
adding up to form a highly
impressive outfit- At the head
of it all there's the
Commander, a robust figure
frequently creating his own
show behind the piano with
forceful boogie-woogie or,
more rarely, up front with
the wisecracks and spirited
versions of Smoke Smoke and
Hot Rod Lincoln. Lead
vocalist Billy C. Farlow
handles rock V roll - the
good, old fashioned brand with dedication and firmly
wins over with such offerings
as Midnite Shift and the
climaxical Riot In Cell Block
9. whilst Bill Kirchcn keeps
more to country to the ilk of
My Window Faces The South
and Looking At The World
Through A Windshield. Then
there's the instrumentalists
who include Andy Stein,
finely doubling on fiddle and
saxophone, and steel guitarist
Bobby Black, long immersed
mm

available for purchasing bulk stocks of excess, deleted or
bankrupt records/tapesOur representatives will call to view, and make a firm
immediate CASH OFFER.
Convert your unwanted stocks into CASH now.
YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE
Phone:- 01-965-6673/4
Mon-Fri., 9.30 am — 5.30 pm.
or write torSales Director, Harris & Goldring Ltd., la, Wendover Road,
Harlesden, London, N.W.10.
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BONUS EDITION N Contains 16 Tracks
Over 10.000.000 sold World Wide since 1968
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GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE
MAMA MIA
IN DULCE JUBILO
WIDE EYED AND LEGLESS
WE DO IT
ITCHYCOO PARK
EVIL WOMAN
LET THE MUSIC PLAY
NO REGRETS
KING OF THE COPS
HURRICANE
DEEP PURPLE
* FM NOT IN LOVE
*TIE A YELLOW RIBBON
* BRIDGE OVER
TROUBLED WATER
*YOUARETHE
SUNSHINE OF MY LIFE
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Also available on 8 Track Cartridge H8285 & Cassette HSC 285

